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a b s t r a c t

Increasingly, there is a focus on utilising renewable energy resources in a bid to fulfil increasing energy re-

quirements and mitigate the climate change impacts of fossil fuels. While most renewable resources are free,

the technology used to usefully convert such resources is not and there is an increasing focus on improving

the conversion economy and efficiency. To this end, advanced control technology can have a significant im-

pact and is already a relatively mature technology for wind turbines. Though wave energy systems are still in

their infancy, significant benefits have been shown to accrue from the appropriate use of control technology.

To date, the application communities connected with wind and wave energy have had little communication,

resulting in little cross fertilisation of control ideas and experience, particularly from the more mature wind

area to wave. This paper examines the application of control technology across both domains, both from a

comparative and contrasting point of view, with the aim of identifying commonalities in control objectives

and potential solutions. Key comparative reference points include the articulation of the stochastic resource

models, specification of control objectives, development of realistic device models, and development of so-

lution concepts. Not least, in terms of realistic system requirements are the set of physical and legislative

constraints under which such renewable energy systems must operate, and the need to provide reliable and

fault-tolerant control solutions, which respect the often remote and relatively inaccessible location of many

offshore deployments.

© 2015 International Federation of Automatic Control . Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

With the continuing decrease in the stock of global fossil fuels,

Q2

2

issues of security of supply, and pressure to honour greenhouse gas3

emission limits (e.g., the Kyoto protocol), much attention has turned4

to renewable energy sources to fulfil future increasing energy needs.5

Wind energy, now a mature technology, has had considerable prolif-6

eration, with other sources, such as biomass, solar, and tidal, enjoy-7

ing somewhat less deployment. Waves provide previously untapped8

energy potential and wave energy has been shown to have some9

favourable variability properties (a perennial issue with many renew-10

able, especially wind), especially when combined with wind energy11

Fusco, Nolan, and Ringwood (2010).12

While wind and wave energy share certain characteristics i.e.13

the raw resource is both free and somewhat unpredictable, their14

development has followed quite different paths, especially regarding15
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the level of maturity achieved. Wind farms, both offshore and on- 16

shore, are now commonplace, and wind turbine design, with a few 17

exceptions, has largely converged on the horizontal–axis device. In 18

contrast, at the time of writing, no commercial wave farms are in 19

existence, though a number of commercial wave farms are currently 20

under development. In addition, the current poor state of wave– 21

energy technology development is highlighted by the availability of 22

just a few commercially available Wave–Energy Converters (WECs), 23

including the Wave Dragon Soerensen (2003), Pelamis Yemm, Pizer, 24

and Retzler (0000), Oyster Whittaker and Folley (2012), the SeaBased 25

device Leijon and Bernhoff (2006) and Wavestar Kramer, Marquis, 26

and Frigaard (2011). The stark contrast in the operational principles 27

of these five devices, as well as the diversity in appearance and opera- 28

tion of the 147 prototypes listed in Koca et al. (2013), provides further 29

evidence of the relative immaturity of wave-energy technology. 30

One common misconception, in effective renewable energy con- 31

verter design, is that converters must be optimally efficient. However, 32

since the resource itself (wind and wave) is free, the main objective 33

is to minimise the converted cost of the renewable energy i.e. the 34

cost per kWh, taking into account the lifetime costs (capital, opera- 35

tional and commissioning/decommissioning costs) as well as energy 36
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receipts (value of energy sold). Nevertheless, for a given capital cost,37

maximising the energy receipts (assuming relative insensitivity of38

operational costs) is an important economic objective and control39

system technology has an important role to play in this regard. In40

an ideal world, one should consider the design of a complete system41

from the top down. However, convention has it that physical systems42

are usually designed by the discipline–specific experts and the43

control problem is then addressed in a subsequent step by control44

engineers, working in collaboration with the discipline–specific45

experts. Such an approach, though prevalent in the bulk of industrial46

applications of control, is non–optimal, even if there are some47

notable exceptions. Some preliminary studies do suggest a strong48

interaction between the fundamental design of renewable energy49

conversion machines and the algorithms and systems used to control50

them, both for the wind Bianchi, Battista, and Mantz (2007), Pao and51

Johnson (2011) and wave Garcia-Rosa, Bacelli, and Ringwood (2015a),52

Garcia-Rosa and Ringwood cases. In any case, given the relatively low53

cost of control systems technology (sensors, actuators, computer,54

software) compared to the cost of the renewable energy converters55

(approx. $5m–$16m/MW for wave, $1.3m–$2.2m/MW for wind56

World Energy Council (2013)), it will be assumed in this paper that57

the focus is on increasing the energy conversion capacity of a given58

wind or wave energy device. However, this relatively simple imple-59

mentation modality masks both the capability of control systems60

and the high level of engineering underpinning the development of61

a suitable control algorithm. For example, many high–performance62

model–based control design methods require an accurate math-63

ematical model of the system to be controlled and a significant64

number of man–hours can be absorbed in modelling. Nevertheless,65

there is usually a good case to be made for the incorporation of66

control technology to improve the performance (both technical and67

economic), reliability and safety of a system Odgaard (2012). By68

taking into account commonalities and contrasts in particular for69

wind turbines and wave energy devices, this work will consider70

the role that modelling and control engineering can play in making71

energy conversion systems more competitive and effective.72

There are a number of economic issues associated with the in-73

troduction of control systems for renewable energy devices which74

need to be considered. One important factor is that many wind and75

wave devices are situated in relatively remote and/or inaccessible ar-76

eas, with consequent implications for maintenance. As a result, the77

implemented control systems should be reliable and there is a need78

for fault–tolerant control Blanke, Kinnaert, Lunze, and Staroswiecki79

(2006), Odgaard (2012). In addition, any increases in duty cycle, ve-80

locities or forces associated with energy converter components need81

to be considered and these may impact operational cost via addi-82

tional maintenance requirements.83

Both wind turbines and wave energy devices exhibit nonlinear be-84

haviour and are required to operate over a wide range of excitations.85

Wind and wave energy systems also have particular physical con-86

straints (displacements, velocities, accelerations and forces) which87

must be strictly observed if such systems are to operate effectively88

and have economically attractive useful operational lifetimes. The89

motivation for this paper comes from a real need to have an overview90

on the modelling and control challenges for wind turbines and wave91

energy devices, which present common and different requirements92

related to renewable source power conversion efficiency into electric93

energy.94

In general, in the fields considered in this paper, power conver-95

sion is converting renewable sources to electric energy, regulating96

also the voltage and frequency. Therefore, a power converter is an97

electro–mechanical device for converting wind/wave energy to elec-98

trical energy. The power converter includes an electrical machinery99

that is used to convert and control both frequency and voltage.100

It is worth noting that the combination of wave and wind en-101

ergy systems will not be considered in this paper, as addressed e.g.102

in Nolan and Ringwood (2005), Fusco et al. (2010), Teillant, Costello, 103

Weber, and Ringwood (2012). Moreover, floating wind turbine con- 104

cepts, which present important and challenging aspects for both the 105

modelling and control points of view, see e.g.Matha (2009), Schlipf 106

et al. (2013), are also beyond the scope of the current review. 107

With this view, the work will focus on commonalities and con- 108

trasts for wind and wave energy systems. Wind turbine systems seem 109

relatively mature from the modelling point of view, whilst wave 110

energy devices present unique, interesting and challenging aspects. 111

Therefore, the final aim is to see what modelling and control aspects 112

might be common with a view to utilising some ideas, born in one do- 113

main, within the other. These issues have begun to stimulate research 114

and development in the wider control community in each domain, 115

and the main results will be summarised in this work. In particular, a 116

proper mathematical description of these energy conversion systems 117

should be able to capture the complete behaviour of the process un- 118

der monitoring, thus providing an important impact on the control 119

design itself. 120

Therefore, the analysis of the commonalities and the contrasts be- 121

tween these two fields will be performed according the following 122

items, which describe also the structure of the paper: 123

• Requirements of the generic control problem: unique aspects to 124

wind turbine and wave energy systems; 125

• Purpose of the models for wind turbines and wave energy sys- 126

tems; 127

• Models for the renewable resources: comparisons and contrasts 128

of wave and wind model characteristics; 129

• Control strategy development: objectives and available tools for 130

wind turbine and wave energy systems; 131

• Conclusions: are these two domains really comparable? On what 132

basis – modelling and/or control, and/or the intermittent resource 133

that drive them? Are there some fundamental issues, from a con- 134

trol perspective, that explain why wind turbines are now com- 135

monplace, but wave energy devices are not? 136

1.1. Overview of wind turbine systems 137

The main components of a horizontal–axis wind turbine that are 138

visible from the ground are its tower, nacelle, and rotor, as can be 139

seen in Fig. 1. The nacelle houses the generator, which is driven by the 140

high–speed shaft. The high-speed shaft is in turn usually driven by a 141

gear box, which steps up the rotational speed from the low–speed 142

shaft. The low-speed shaft is connected to the rotor, which includes 143

the airfoil–shaped blades. These blades capture the kinetic energy in 144

the wind and transform it into the rotational kinetic energy of the 145

wind turbine Bianchi et al. (2007). 146

Wind turbine control goals and strategies are affected by turbine 147

configuration Munteanu and Bratcu (2008). horizontal–axis wind 148

turbines may be ‘upwind’, with the rotor on the upwind side of the 149

tower, or ‘downwind’. The choice of upwind versus downwind config- 150

uration affects the choice of yaw controller and the turbine dynam- 151

ics, and thus the structural design. Wind turbines may also be vari- 152

able pitch or fixed pitch, meaning that the blades may or may not be 153

able to rotate along their longitudinal axes. Although fixed–pitch ma- 154

chines are less expensive initially, the reduced ability to control loads 155

and change the aerodynamic torque means that they are becoming 156

less common within the realm of large wind turbines. Variable–pitch 157

turbines may allow all or part of their blades to rotate along the 158

pitch axis Bianchi et al. (2007), Burton, Sharpe, Jenkins, and Bossanyi 159

(2011). 160

Moreover, wind turbines can be variable speed or fixed speed. 161

Variable–speed turbines tend to operate closer to their maximum 162

aerodynamic efficiency for a higher percentage of the time, but 163

require electrical power processing so that the generated electric- 164

ity can be fed into the electrical grid at the proper frequency. As 165
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Fig. 1. Wind turbine main components.

Fig. 2. Example power curves. The wind power curve shows the power available in the

wind for a turbine of the same size as the two example turbines.

generator and power electronics technologies improve and costs166

decrease, variable–speed turbines are becoming more popular than167

constant–speed turbines at the utility scale Bianchi et al. (2007).168

Fig. 2 shows example power curves for a variable–speed and a169

fixed–speed wind turbine, as well as a curve showing the power170

available in the wind for this 2.5 MWh example turbine. For both171

turbines, when the wind speed is low (in this case, below 6 m/s),172

the power available in the wind is low compared to losses in the173

turbine system so the turbines are not run. This operational region174

is sometimes known as Region 1. When the wind speed is high,175

Region 3 (above 11.7 m/s in this example), power is limited for both176

turbines to avoid exceeding safe electrical and mechanical load limits177

Odgaard, Stoustrup, and Kinnaert (2013).178

Note that the example turbines in Fig. 2 produce no power in low 179

winds because they are not turned on until the wind speed reaches 180

a certain level. Further, power is limited to protect the electrical and 181

mechanical components of both turbines in high wind speeds. Both 182

turbines produce the same power at the design point for the fixed 183

speed turbine, but the variable speed turbine produces more power 184

over the rest of Region 2 Pao and Johnson (2009). 185

The main difference in Fig. 2 between the two types of turbines 186

appears for mid-range wind speeds, Region 2, which encompasses 187

wind speeds between 6 and 11.7 m/s in this example. Except for one 188

design operating point (10 m/s in this example), the variable–speed 189

turbine captures more power than the fixed-speed turbine. The rea- 190

son for the discrepancy is that variable–speed turbines can operate at 191

maximum aerodynamic efficiency over a wider range of wind speeds 192

than fixed-speed turbines. The maximum difference between the two 193

curves in Region 2 is 150 kWh. As shown in Section 2.1, for a typi- 194

cal wind speed distribution with a Weibull distribution, the variable– 195

speed turbine captures 2.3% more energy per year than the constant– 196

speed turbine, which is considered to be a significant difference in 197

the wind industry. 198

Not shown in Fig. 2 is the ‘high wind cut–out’, a wind speed above 199

which the turbine is powered down and stopped to avoid excessive 200

operating loads. High wind cut–out typically occurs at wind speeds 201

above 20–30 m/s for large turbines, with many factors determining 202

the exact value. 203

Even a perfect wind turbine cannot fully capture the power 204

available in the wind. In fact, actuator disk theory Froude (1889) (i.e. 205

a theory used in fluid dynamics used for describing a mathematical 206

model of an ideal actuator disk, such as an helicopter rotor) shows 207

that the theoretical maximum aerodynamic efficiency, which is 208

called the Betz Limit, is approximately 59% of the wind power Betz 209

and Randall (1966). The reason that an efficiency of 100% cannot be 210

achieved is that the wind must have some kinetic energy remaining 211
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Fig. 3. Various WEC devices, based on diverse operating principles (a) OWC, (b) overtopping device, (c) self-reacting point absorber, (d) hinged–barge connected structure.

after passing through the rotor disc; if it did not, the wind would212

by definition be stopped and no more wind would be able to pass213

through the rotor to provide energy to the turbine.214

The most common mathematical description of the complete215

wind turbine model will be provided in Section 3.2.216

1.2. Overview of wave energy systems217

Current wave energy prototype devices are diverse in operation218

and principle Koca et al. (2013), Drew, Plummer, and Sahinaya (2009).219

Some oscillating devices are shore-mounted and harness the motion220

of an enclosed Oscillating Water Column (OWC), while others oper-221

ate offshore and can be bottom or fixed platform referenced, or self-222

reacting multi-body structures. Others utilise overtopping of a float-223

ing reservoir to rectify the oscillating power flux of the waves. Fig. 3224

shows a small selection of WEC devices.225

While operating principles vary, WECs usually rely on the hydro-226

dynamic wave force to create a variation in the displacement between227

the WEC and a (fixed or relatively fixed) reference. In some case, the228

reference is provided by the seabed while, in other cases, the vari-229

ation is between two components of the same device, tuned to res-230

onate at different frequencies. In the OWC case, the water column231

itself provides the movement, with the body of the device remain-232

ing relatively fixed. The relative motion is then harnessed into a use-233

ful form using some form of pneumatic, hydraulic or electrical Power234

Take–Off (PTO) system.235

Like wind turbines, wave energy devices have to operate under a236

wide variety of resource characteristics but, in the wave case, devices237

are subject to both wave amplitude and wave period variations. In ad-238

dition, there may be more extreme sea states where the device must239

be put into a ‘safe’ mode, where power production is abandoned and240

the device configured to minimise the likelihood of damage. There241

is also a need to ensure that the rated power of the electrical sys-242

tem is not exceeded in power production mode, articulated by the243

flat portion of a typical wind turbine power curve, as described in244

Section 1.1. Since the wave period changes frequently, it is difficult 245

to design a device to ‘resonate’ over all wave periods well; either a 246

device in its natural form can resonate very well at a particular fre- 247

quency, or it can resonate poorly across a wide band of frequencies. 248

However, control systems may be employed to artificially adjust the 249

resonant frequency of the device, preserving good power capture per- 250

formance over a range of typical sea conditions. Unlike wind turbines, 251

the power flux incident on a wave energy device is reciprocating, 252

usually described (using linear wave theory) as a sum of sinusoids. 253

However, like the wind turbine problem, there is a need to match 254

the device load to the available excitation and this presents itself as 255

an impedance–matching problem Ringwood, Bacelli, and Fusco (2014), 256

compared to the resistance matching problem for wind turbines, re- 257

flecting the unidirectional motion of wind turbines and the (usually) 258

reciprocating motion of wave energy devices. Further clarification on 259

the impedance matching problem is given in Section 4.3.1. This load 260

matching is the effective means by which the resonant period of a 261

WEC is altered. We can note that there is a significant interaction be- 262

tween the control problem and the optimal geometric design (in par- 263

ticular size) of the device, for a specific wave climate Garcia-Rosa and 264

Ringwood. 265

In addition to adjusting the loading on the device, a WEC control 266

system must also observe the physical constraints on a device, pri- 267

marily force and excursion constraints. However, velocity and accel- 268

eration constraints may also be relevant. In many cases, some con- 269

trol considerations can be used to optimise the trade-off between 270

force and excursion constraints (noting that increased resisting force 271

results in lower amplitude excursions) to maximise power capture 272

Bacelli and Ringwood (2013c). 273

Like wind turbines, wave energy devices are deployed in farms, to 274

maximise the economy of scale in the high costs associated with elec- 275

trical infrastructure and mooring systems. Like wind farms, the objec- 276

tive is to maximise the performance of the whole farm, considering 277

the prevalent direction of the incoming wave resource. However, un- 278

like wind farms, WECs operating in a farm structure produce both 279
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Fig. 4. Power matrix for the Pelamis wave power device.

destructive and constructive interference, since devices in motion280

radiate waves which can constructively interfere with the incident281

waves experienced by other devices. In fact, the farm containing nd282

devices can have a better performance than nd isolated devices, for283

particular wave directions and climates. As a result, the problem of284

controlling a WEC array does not reduce to the individual control285

of each device in the array, but should also consider the interac-286

tions between the devices, if maximum power capture is to be at-287

tained Bacelli, Balitsky, and Ringwood (2013a), Bacelli and Ringwood288

(2013a). In addition, a significant interaction between the optimal ar-289

ray layout and the control system has also been identified Garcia-290

Rosa et al. (2015a).291

Since the power production of WECs is sensitive to both wave am-292

plitude and period, power production characteristics are defined by293

two input parameters, sometimes articulated in the form of a look–up294

table, as shown in Fig. 4.295

1.3. Specification of the generic control problem296

In general, control science attempts to devise algorithms that force297

a system to follow a desired path, objective, or behaviour modality.298

Traditionally, the control problem is defined by a tracking problem,299

where the objective is for the system output to follow the reference300

input Kuo (1995). While problems of this type do occur in energy301

conversion applications, for example speed control of both wind and302

tidal turbines, it is useful to broaden the set of problem descriptions303

and potential solutions a little, in order to assess the potential of con-304

trol engineering in the general energy conversion context.305

In general, the control problem definition requires the maximisa-306

tion or the minimisation of a prescribed performance objective (such307

as the max. energy, min. error) subject to proper system constraints308

(see e.g. amplitudes, rates, forces, etc) i.e. a constrained optimisation309

problem. The definition considered here is not inconsistent with the310

purpose of a classic controlled system with a feedback loop, where311

the objective function is usually some measure (e.g. a quadratic mea-312

sure) of the difference between the controlled output and its desired 313

value, i.e. the tracking error, with respect to the reference or the set– 314

point. In this way, the desired performance of the tracking system in 315

closed–loop can be specified in a variety of ways Kuo (1995): 316

1. Desired transient response; 317

2. Desired steady–state response; 318

3. Desired closed-loop poles (roots of the closed–loop transfer func- 319

tion); 320

4. Trade-off between control energy and tracking error; 321

5. Minimisation of the sensitivity of the closed–loop system to vari- 322

ations in the system description; 323

6. Minimisation of the sensitivity of the closed–loop system to ex- 324

ternal disturbances. 325

Items 5 and 6 in the list above relate to the system robustness and 326

specific control methodologies to address these objectives have been 327

developed since the late 1970s. In most cases, control design meth- 328

ods provide an explicit solution for the feedback controllers, while 329

some methods solve the more general optimisation problem defined 330

at each time step. In the following, specific or general solutions, which 331

can be useful in the control of wind turbines and ocean energy de- 332

vices, will be recalled and analysed. 333

We propose a generic control problem framework, as shown in 334

Fig. 5, consisting of an upper (optimal) setpoint generation stage and 335

a lower control loop to ensure tracking of the setpoint. Both sets of 336

control calculations must be mindful of physical constraints in the 337

system. In the wind energy case, for variable speed turbines, an opti- 338

mal rotational speed is first calculated (for Regions 2–3 of the power 339

curve in Fig. 2), and torque and/or blade pitch control used to achieve 340

the required rotational speed. In the wave energy case, an optimal ve- 341

locity profile is calculated for a device and the PTO system modulated 342

to follow the desired velocity profile. 343

Note, finally, that many control methods require a mathematical 344

model of the system, in order to determine the control algorithm and 345
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Fig. 5. Hierarchical control structure, showing the optimal setpoint (feedforward) cal-

culation and the servomechanism section.

such methods are termed model–based. The requirement for an ac-346

curate mathematical system model often involves considerably more347

work than the calculation of the controller itself, though system iden-348

tification techniques Simani, Fantuzzi, and Patton (2003), Fusco and349

Ringwood can be employed to determine a black–box model, i.e. a350

model which has no structural relationship to the physical system.351

The combination of system identification techniques with a math-352

ematical procedure for controller determination can be used to de-353

velop adaptive controllers, which have the capability to adapt to354

unknown (in ‘self-tuning mode’) or time–varying systems. Adaptive355

control schemes based on linear system models also have the capabil-356

ity to track variations in a linear model due to the presence of nonlin-357

earity, though nonlinear systems are best controlled with a dedicated358

fixed–parameter nonlinear controller. Significant care and attention359

must also be paid to adaptive schemes to ensure stability and conver-360

gence over all operating regimes Ioannou and Sun (1996).361

1.3.1. Unique aspects to wind turbine systems362

The goal in this tutorial is to introduce control engineers to the363

technical challenges that exist in the energy conversion industry and364

to encourage new modelling strategies and control systems research365

in this area. In fact, wind turbines are complex structures operating in366

uncertain environments and lend themselves nicely to advanced con-367

trol solutions. Advanced controllers can help achieve the overall goal368

of decreasing the cost of wind energy by increasing the efficiency,369

and thus the energy capture, or by reducing structural loading and370

increasing the lifetimes of the components and turbine structures371

Bossanyi (2003).372

Although wind turbines come in both vertical- and horizontal-373

axis configurations, the work will focus on Horizontal–Axis Wind Tur-374

bines (HAWTs). HAWTs have an advantage over Vertical-Axis Wind375

Turbine (VAWTs) in that the entire rotor can be placed atop a tall376

tower, where it can take advantage of larger wind speeds higher377

above the ground. Some of the other advantages of HAWTs over378

VAWTs for utility-scale turbines include pitchable blades, improved379

power capture and structural performance. VAWTs are much more380

common as smaller turbines, where these disadvantages become less381

important and the benefits of reduced noise and omni–directionality382

become more pronounced. Active control is most cost–effective on383

larger wind turbines, and therefore this work will refer to wind tur-384

bines with relatively large capacities. As remarked in Pao and Johnson385

(2009), active control refers to those active actions allowing conver-386

sion energy systems to achieve optimal power capture and structural387

performance, such as the use of pitchable blades, power and torque388

control techniques. On the other hand, the term active has been ex-389

tended to fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control fields Chen and390

Patton (1999), Mahmoud, Jiang, and Zhang (2003), Zhang and Jiang391

(2008), Ding (2008), as outlined also in Section 5.1.392

It is worth also noting that the mathematical description used393

for wind turbine modelling and control is quite basic, as the pa-394

per focusses on the related fundamental aspects. On the other hand,395

real system cases require much more complex modelling and control396

considerations, which have been highlighted through proper biblio-397

graphical references.398

1.3.2. Unique aspects to wave energy systems 399

For ocean energy systems, the modelling effort can be consider- 400

able, since hydrodynamic modelling is involved. While a variety of 401

comprehensive nonlinear modelling methodologies are available for 402

hydrodynamic modelling, including Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics 403

(SPH) or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches, the diffi- 404

culty of incorporating such models into a control formulation sug- 405

gests the use of more compact and structurally simple models. In ad- 406

dition, the very significant computational complexity of SPH or CFD 407

models preclude their direct use for real–time controller implemen- 408

tation. Instead, model–based control strategies usually use compact 409

linear models, which are based on either local linearisation about an 410

operating point (see, for example, Bianchi et al., 2007; Leithead and 411

Connor, 2000 for the turbine case, or linear boundary-/element mod- 412

els Eriksson, Waters, Svensson, Isberg, and Leijon, 2007 for the wave 413

energy case). Even modest nonlinear extensions to linear boundary 414

element methods can result in models which are computationally in- 415

tractable for real–time control Merigaud, Gilloteaux, and Ringwood 416

(2012), while some specific parameterisations (e.g. to include viscos- 417

ity effects Bhinder, Babarit, Gentaz, and Ferrant, 2012) give nonlinear 418

parametric forms that may be possible to incorporate in model-based 419

control schemes. 420

To summarise, WEC control systems must vary the PTO force in 421

order to match the WEC to an incoming wave excitation in order to 422

maximise power capture, mindful of physical constraints. If operat- 423

ing in an array, the WEC control system must also consider inter- 424

device hydrodynamic coupling. In essence, the calculation of the op- 425

timal PTO force (or, more commonly, the optimal velocity profile for 426

the WEC to follow) is a feed–forward problem, involving a calcula- 427

tion based on the some parameters of the incoming wave variations 428

and the system model. Following this feedforward calculation, a tra- 429

ditional feedback controller is employed to ensure that the optimal 430

velocity profile is followed. 431

2. Models for the renewable resources 432

In the following, the mathematical descriptions for the renewable 433

resources that drive the models provided above will be briefly high- 434

lighted. 435

2.1. Wind models 436

The differential heating of the Earth’s atmosphere is the driving 437

mechanism for wind. Various atmospheric phenomena, such as the 438

nocturnal low-level jet, sea breezes, frontal passages, and mountain 439

and valley flows, affect the wind inflow across a wind turbine rotor 440

plane Manwell, McGowan, and Rogers (2002), which spans from 60 441

to 180 m above the ground for megawatt utility-scale wind turbines. 442

Given the large rotor plane and the variability of the wind, hundreds 443

of sensors would be required to characterise the spatial variation of 444

the wind speed encountered over the entire span of each blade. 445

The available wind resource can be characterised by the spatial 446

or temporal average of the wind speed; the frequency distribution of 447

wind speeds; the temporal and spatial variation in wind speed; the 448

most frequent wind direction, also known as the prevailing wind di- 449

rection; and the frequency of the remaining wind directions Manwell 450

et al. (2002). The probability of the wind speed being above a given 451

turbine rated wind speed can be used to predict how often the tur- 452

bine operates in Region 3 at its maximum, that is, rated power capac- 453

ity. The capacity factor CF is defined by the ratio: 454

CF = Eout

Ecap
(1)

where Eout is a wind turbine energy output over a period of time and 455

Ecap is the energy the turbine would have produced if it had run at 456

rated power for the same amount of time. 457
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Fig. 6. Sample histogram of wind speed and Weibull function.

To predict the capacity factor and maintenance requirements for458

a wind turbine, it is useful to understand wind characteristics over459

both long and short time scales, ranging from multiyear to subsecond.460

Determining whether a location is suitable and economically advan-461

tageous for siting a wind turbine depends on the ability to measure462

and predict the available wind resource at that site. Significant vari-463

ations in seasonal average wind speeds affect a local area’s available464

wind resource over the course of each year. Wind speed and direc-465

tion variations caused by the differential heating of the Earth’s sur-466

face during the daily solar radiation cycle occur on a diurnal, that is,467

daily time scale. The ability to predict hourly wind speed variations468

can help utilities to plan their energy resource portfolio mix of wind469

energy and additional sources of energy. Finally, knowledge of short-470

term wind speed variations, such as gusts and turbulence, is used in471

both turbine and control design processes so that structural loading472

can be mitigated during these events.473

Therefore, it is very important for the wind industry to be able474

to describe the variation of wind speeds. Turbine designers need the475

information to optimise the design of their turbines, so as to minimise476

generating costs. Turbine investors need the information to estimate477

their income from electricity generation.478

If you measure wind speeds throughout a year, you will notice479

that in most areas strong gale force winds are rare, while moderate480

and fresh winds are quite common. The wind variation for a typical481

site is usually described using the Weibull distribution, as shown in482

Fig. 6. This particular site has a mean wind speed of 7 metres per sec-483

ond, and the shape of the curve is determined by a so–called shape484

parameter of 2.485

Fig. 6 shows that 6.6 m/s is the median of the distribution, which is486

skewed, i.e. it is not symmetrical. Sometimes, very high wind speeds487

occur, but they are very rare. Wind speeds of 5.5 m/s, on the other488

hand, are the most common ones. 5.5m/s is called the modal value of489

the distribution. The probability distribution function has the form of490

(2):491

p(v) = k

A

( v
A

)k−1

e−( v
A )

k

(2)

where A > 0 and k > 0 are the scale and shape parameters, respec- 492

tively, which determine the function form. In particular, k determines 493

the decrease rate of the function, whilst A represents the function 494

skewness. Properly chosen parameters and a value for k indicates that 495

the average speed and wind energy calculated from the gross Weibull 496

distribution will be equal to that calculated from the histogram of the 497

example in Fig. 6. 498

The statistical distribution of wind speeds varies from place to 499

place around the globe, depending upon local climate conditions, the 500

landscape, and its surface. The Weibull distribution may thus vary, 501

both in its shape, and in its mean value. If the shape parameter is 502

exactly 2, as in Fig. 6, the distribution is known as a Rayleigh distribu- 503

tion. Wind turbine manufacturers often give standard performance 504

figures for their machines using the Rayleigh distribution. 505

It is worth noting that more detailed model of the wind are not 506

usually exploited in the related literature, as shown for example in 507

Odgaard et al. (2013), Odgaard and Stoustrup (2013), Odgaard and 508

Stoustrup (0000). However, in the remainder of this section, a typical 509

wind description is briefly outlined Burton et al. (2011). Wind can be 510

modelled as the sum of a steady state mean wind and a perturbation 511

wind, accounting for turbulence and/or gusts. The deterministic com- 512

ponent of the wind field implements the transients specified by IEC 513

61400–1 Bottasso, Croce, and Savini (2007), the exponential and log- 514

arithmic wind shear models, and the tower shadow effects, which in- 515

clude the potential flow model for a conical tower, the downwind em- 516

pirical model Bottasso et al. (2007), or an interpolation of these two 517

models. Their expressions will be omitted for brevity. The stochastic 518

component of the wind field can be described according to the Von 519

Karman or Kaimal turbulence models. 520

In this way, the wind model generates, from a scalar mean wind 521

speed at hub height, a time–varying matrix that contains the wind 522

speed for each point in the wind field: 523

Vfield(t, R, θ) = vmean(t) + Vws(t, R, θ) + Vts(t, R, θ)

+ Vwk(t, R, θ) (3)

where Vfield is the total wind speed field, vmean is the mean wind 524

speed, Vws is the wind shear component, Vts is the tower shadow 525
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Fig. 7. Typical Pierson–Moskowitz wave spectra, from (5), for different steady–state wind velocities. Both the wave amplitude and period increase with an increase in the driving

wind speed.

component, and Vwk is the far wake component of one preceding526

wind turbine (relevant for the case of wind farms). Notice the de-527

pendence on the rotor radius R, and rotor azimuth angle θ . When528

required, the simplified wake model is represented as a part of the529

wind field (i.e. a circle) with a lower wind speed Friis et al. (2011).530

The wake is centred around a point (R0, ϕ) placed on the rim of the531

wind field, and with the form of (4):532

R2 − 2 R R0 cos (θ − ϕ) + R2
0 = W 2 (4)

where R0 is the radial coordinate for the centre of the wake, ϕ is the533

angular coordinate of the centre of the wake, and W is the radius of534

the wake.535

Finally, stochastic variables can be added to the wind components536

except tower shadow, giving a closer to reality parameterisation of537

the wind speeds throughout the rotor plane. In this way, the wind538

field is converted to equivalent winds signals that acts on two distinct539

parts of the blades, namely the tip and root sections, in order to obtain540

a linearisable model description.541

2.2. Wave models542

The two measurable properties of waves are height and period.543

Researchers and mariners usually characterise wave heights by the544

average of the highest one–third of the observed wave heights. This545

statistically averaged measure is termed the significant wave height546

and usually denoted as H 1
3

or Hs. In addition, real ocean waves do not547

generally occur at a single frequency. Rather, a distributed amplitude548

spectrum is used to model ocean waves, with random phases. Energy549

spectra are widely used to represent sea states Bretschneider (1952),550

Pierson and Moskowitz (1964), Hasselmann (1973), Ochi (1998). A 551

typical wave spectral density (or wave spectrum) has the form 552

ST (T) = AT 3e−BT 4

, (5)

with the coefficients A and B, for example, given for the Pierson– 553

Moskowitz model by Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) as 554

A = 8.10x10−3 g2

(2π)4
(6)

555

B = 0.74

(
g

2πV

)4

, (7)

where V is the wind velocity measured 19.5 m above the Still–Water 556

Level (SWL), g is the acceleration due to gravity, and T is the wave pe- 557

riod in seconds. Some typical wave spectra generated from this model 558

are shown in Fig. 7. Note that the available wave energy increases (ap- 559

proximately) exponentially with wave period T. 560

Not all waves are well represented by the spectral models of the 561

type shown in (5). In some cases, where swell and local wind condi- 562

tions are relatively uncorrelated (which can often be the case, for ex- 563

ample, on the West Coast of Ireland International (2005)), ‘split spec- 564

tra,’ consisting of spectra containing two distinct peaks, can occur. 565

The variety of spectral shapes, some of which are illustrated in Fig. 8, 566

presents a significant challenge to both the WEC designer and control 567

engineer. 568

All of the aforementioned wave spectral models are for fully de- 569

veloped waves; in other words, the fetch (the distance over which the 570

waves develop) and the duration for which the wind blows are suf- 571

ficient for the waves to achieve their maximum energy for the given 572

wind speed. In addition, linear wave theory is assumed, meaning that 573
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Fig. 8. Real wave spectra recorded at Galway Bay in Ireland. In general, low frequency waves have the highest power. Narrow–banded seas make wave forecasting and WEC control

more straightforward, allowing a focus on a predominant single frequency.

waves are well represented by a sinusoidal form, which relies on the574

assumption that there are no energy losses due to friction, turbu-575

lence, or other factors, and that the wave height H is much smaller576

than the wavelength λ.577

However, not only is the ‘wind-wave’ component in Fig. 8 for set578

G3 at odds with the spectrum shown in Fig. 7, there are three dis-579

tinct low frequency components in set G1. Directional wave anal-580

ysis Gilloteaux and Ringwood (2009) can be used to reveal the581

individual components. In general, with regard to wave directional-582

ity, directional wave devices are tethered with nondirectional moor-583

ings, which allow the devices to face the predominant wave direc-584

tion (weather vaning), or devices are nondirectional, such as heaving585

buoy–type devices.586

There are a number of exceptions to this general rule, including587

shore-mounted oscillating water-column devices and, while many588

devices can be considered nondirectional, the (fixed) moorings to589

which they are attached are rarely truly nondirectional.590

In general, a wave spectrum is assumed to be stationary for up to591

3 h. Time–frequency analysis via the wavelet transform Nolan, Ring-592

wood, and Holmes (2007) can be used to examine spectral variabil-593

ity. For longer durations, such as a year, wave scatter diagrams (see594

Fig. 9) provide a joint probability table of significant wave heights and595

characteristic periods for a particular wave site. For example, the data596

shown in Fig. 9 show two predominant wave climates which exist at597

a particular site.598

The energy in an ocean wave, consisting of both potential and599

kinetic energy, is proportional to the square of the wave ampli-600

tudeMcCormick (1981) and proportional to the wavelength,601

Ew = Ep + Ek = ρgH2λb

8
, (8)

where H is the wave height above SWL, λ is the wavelength, ρ the602

water density, and b the crest width. In deep water, the energy in603

a linear wave is equally composed of potential energy (exhibited by604

the wave height) and kinetic energy (dependent on the motion of the605

particles), so that606

Ep = Ek = ρgH2λb

16
. (9)

For simulation purposes, wave spectra are usually discretized and in-607

dividual sinusoidal components used, where the amplitudes are de-608

termined from the spectral density (such as in Fig. 7), and random609

initial phases employed for the individual components.610

2.3. Comparisons and contrasts of wave and wind model characteristics611

The wind and wave models described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 can612

be used to evaluate how much the available raw power can be con-613

verted into the actual extracted power from hypothetical wind and614

wave farms. For example, regarding the power extracted from wind,615

the relatively mature state of wind turbine technology permits the616

use of well established power curves, and wind distribution func- 617

tions, as shown in Sections 2.1 and 3.2, respectively. Computing the 618

extracted power from wave energy devices, on the other hand, is not 619

quite as straightforward, mainly because of the fact that there is little 620

established commercial wave technology and the operating princi- 621

ples of the available devices are very diverse, so that it is difficult to 622

find a standardised measure of the extracted power. In addition, in- 623

stead of the single resource parameter (wind speed) in the case of 624

wind energy, a minimum of two parameters are needed to quantify 625

the wave power, from (8). This leads to the use, by some WEC devel- 626

opers, of the power matrix (for example in the case of the Pelamis 627

device), though some studies suggest that the two parameters usu- 628

ally used to model sea spectra (for example, as in (5)) are insufficient 629

to correctly detail power production capabilities De Andres, Guanche, 630

Vidal, and Losada (2015). This observation reflects that fact the oscil- 631

latory WECs, which make up the bulk of WEC types, are highly re- 632

sponsive to the spectral content of waves. 633

In order to determine the power extracted from wind or wave 634

farms, the power from single devices must be projected to the 635

corresponding number of wind turbines and wave energy converters. 636

Usually, the yearly average power output levels of the farms are 637

considered. The reason why the rated capacity is not used is that the 638

capacity factors for wind turbines and wave devices are not the same, 639

due to the significant differences in the probability distribution of 640

their produced power values. Wind turbines, most of the time, work 641

either at low level or at full capacity, whereas the wave power output 642

is mostly concentrated at average levels, so that a comparison based 643

solely on the capacity and not taking into account the capacity factor, 644

would be quite unjust and might return misleading results. 645

Moreover, the evaluation of the extracted power levels depend on 646

the particular device. In the case of wind, the well advanced state of 647

the technology resulted in a certain convergence of the performance 648

of the off–shore wind turbines available on the market, so that their 649

power curves are quite comparable. The field of wave energy, on the 650

other hand, is still an assortment of different devices, based on rather 651

diversified operating principles, so that their power characteristics 652

are very different and can also be very site specific. 653

One other contrast, between wind and wave systems, should be 654

noted in relation to resource quantification. For both wind and waves, 655

directionality plays an important role. However, while HAWTs can 656

yaw to face the wind, and VAWTs have no directional sensitivity 657

(though the site itself may be sensitive), many wave devices are 658

highly sensitive to wave direction. As already mentioned, though the 659

device itself (for example a point absorber) may be insensitive to 660

wave direction, the moorings which tether the device are not, leading 661

to a directional sensitivity. 662

3. Models for wind turbines and wave energy systems 663

In this section, the main models and their mathematical de- 664

scriptions for wind turbines and wave energy devices will be briefly 665
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Fig. 9. Sample scatter diagram for the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS) at Belmullet, Ireland. In general, both peak period, Tp , and significant wave height, Hs , increase

together. Typical Atlantic waves cover a period span of 6–12 s.

recalled, in order to highlight their main purpose oriented to the666

design of control strategies.667

3.1. Purposes of models668

Prior to the design and application of new control strategies on669

real wind turbines, the efficacy of the control scheme has to be tested670

in detailed aero–elastic simulation model. Several simulation pack-671

ages exist that are commonly used in academia and industry for wind672

turbine load simulation. One of the most used simulation package is673

the Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence (FAST) code674

Jonkman and Buhl (2005) provided by the National Renewable En-675

ergy Laboratory (NREL) in Golden (Colorado, USA), since it represents676

a reference simulation environment for the development of high–677

fidelity wind turbine prototypes that are taken as a reference test–678

cases for many practical studies Jonkman, Butterfield, Musial, and679

Scott (2009). FAST provides a high–fidelity wind turbine model with680

24 degrees of freedom, which is appropriate for testing the developed681

control algorithms but not for control design. For the latter purpose,682

a reduced–order dynamic wind turbine model, which captures only683

dynamic effects directly influenced by the control, is recalled in this684

section and it can be used for model–based control design Bianchi685

et al. (2007). We can also note that the FAST tool has been evolved686

to deal with wave energy devices and also complimented with the687

WECSim tool, also developed by NREL.688

The main issues used for highlighting similarities and differences689

of the models that describe the behaviour of wind turbines and wave690

energy devices will be articulated in the following.691

3.2. Wind turbine models692

Due to the competitive nature of the wind turbine industry and693

possible confidentiality issues, the modelling available in the wind694

turbine literature is usually kept at a conceptual level. For more de-695

tailed modelling of pitch regulated wind turbines see, e.g., Burton696

et al. (2011), Muljadi and Butterfield (1999), Knudsen, Bak, and Soltani697

(2011). It is worth noting also that, in the wind turbine area, there698

have been a number of IFAC and IEEE publications with sessions and 699

special issues starting from 2009, based also on competition studies, 700

e.g.Ostergaard, Stoustrup, and Brath (2009), Pao and Johnson (2011), 701

Odgaard and Odgaard (2012). These sessions and special issues have 702

led to important results and publications that will be briefly sum- 703

marised below, in order to give readers a basic research review. 704

Previous studies have shown that linear aero-elastic models used 705

for the analysis of wind turbines are commonly of very high order. 706

Multibody dynamics coupled with unsteady aerodynamics (e.g. dy- 707

namic stall) are among the recently developments in wind turbine 708

aero-elasticity Rasmussen et al. (2003), Bianchi et al. (2007), Hansen 709

(2011). The resulting models contains hundreds or even thousands 710

of flexible modes and aerodynamic delays. In order to synthesise 711

wind turbine controllers, a common practice is to obtain linear time– 712

invariant (LTI) models from a nonlinear model for different operating 713

points. Modern control analysis and synthesis tools are inefficient for 714

such high–order dynamical systems; reducing the model size is cru- 715

cial to analyse and synthesise model–based controllers. The most in- 716

teresting modelling solution available in the literature relies on the 717

Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) framework, as it has shown to be 718

suitable to cope, in a systematic manner, with the inherent varying 719

dynamics of a wind turbine over the operating envelope Bianchi et al. 720

(2007), Ostergaard et al. (2009), Adegas, Sloth, and Stoustrup (2012), 721

Adegas, Sonderby, Hansen, and Stoustrup (2013). Wind turbine LPV 722

models are usually simple, first–principles based, often neglecting 723

dynamics related to aerodynamic phenomena and some structural 724

modes. This in turn restricted LPV control of wind turbines to the 725

academic environment only. A procedure to encapsulate high–fidelity 726

dynamics of wind turbines as an LPV system would be beneficial to 727

facilitate industrial use of LPV control. 728

Other modelling approached that one may find in the literature 729

are based on some type of simplified wind turbine descriptions 730

Pedersen and Fossen (2012). These may have the form of lookup– 731

tables as in Bianchi et al. (2007) or linear models obtained from 732

complex numerical simulation tools Namik and Stol (2010). Hybrid 733

models blending lookup tables with mechanical models have also 734

been used Bottasso et al. (2007). These and even simpler approaches 735
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of the complete wind turbine model.

predominate. Linear models can be valid in a small envelope around736

the linearisation point, which requires several individual models to737

cover the operational domain of the turbine Pintea, Popescu, and738

Borne (2010).739

However, most of the control algorithms for modern variable–740

pitch wind turbines, that one may find in the literature, are usually741

based on some type of simplified wind turbine linear model. There-742

fore, after these considerations, this section will address the most im-743

portant components of a HAWT used for the linear modelling of a744

wind turbine installation. They consist of the wind turbine tower, its745

nacelle, and the rotor, visible from the ground, as depicted in Fig. 1.746

As sketched in Fig. 10, the complete wind turbine model consists747

of several submodels for the mechanical structure (’Mechanics’), the748

aerodynamics (‘Aero’), as well as the dynamics of the pitch system749

(‘pitch’) and the generator/converter system (‘converter’). The gen-750

erator/converter dynamics are usually described as a first order delay751

system. However, when the delay time constant is very small, an ideal752

converter can be assumed, such that the reference generator torque753

signal is equal to the actual generator torque. In this situation, the754

generator torque can be considered as a system input, whilst the gen-755

erator is the device that converts mechanical energy from the aero-756

dynamic torque to electrical energy.757

Fig. 10 reports also the wind turbine inputs and outputs. In partic-758

ular, v is wind speed, FT and Ta correspond to the rotor thrust force759

and rotor torque, respectively; ωr is the rotor angular velocity, x the760

state vector, Tg the generator torque, and Tg, d the demanded genera-761

tor torque. β is the pitch angle, whilst βd its demanded value.762

The drive–train, consisting of rotor, shaft and generator is mod-763

elled as a two–mass inertia system, including the shaft torsion θ	,764

where the two inertias are connected with a torsional spring with765

spring constant kS and a torsional damper with damping constant dS.766

The angular velocities ωr and ωg are the time derivatives of the ro-767

tation angles θ r and θ g. The drive–train can be thus described as the768

following linear system:769

⎡
⎣

ω̇r(t)

ω̇g(t)
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⎤
⎦ =

⎡
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⎦

+

⎡
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where is Jr the moment of inertia of the low speed shaft (rotor), Bg770

is the viscous friction of the high speed shaft (generator), Jg is the771

moment of inertia of the high speed shaft, and ηdt is the efficiency 772

of the drive train. The rotor torque Ta is generated by the lift forces 773

on the individual blade elements, whilst Tg represents the generator 774

torque. The ideal gearbox effect can be simply included in the genera- 775

tor model by multiplying the generator inertia Jg by the square of the 776

gearbox ratio ng. 777

In pitch–regulated wind turbines, the pitch angle of the blades is 778

controlled only in the full load region to reduce the aerodynamic ro- 779

tor torque, thus maintaining the turbine at the desired rotor speed. 780

Moreover, the pitching of the blades to feather position (i.e. 90°) is 781

used as main braking system to bring the turbine to standstill in crit- 782

ical situations. Two different types of pitch technologies are usually 783

exploited in wind turbines, i.e. hydraulic and electromechanical pitch 784

systems. For hydraulic pitch systems, the dynamics can be modelled 785

by means of a second–order dynamic model Odgaard et al. (2013), 786

which is able to display oscillatory behaviour. For electromechani- 787

cal pitch systems, which are more commonly used, a first–order de- 788

lay model is sufficient. In this work, the first–order delay model is 789

recalled: 790

β̇ = − 1

τ
β + 1

τ
βd (11)

where β and βd are the physical and the demanded pitch angle, re- 791

spectively. The parameter τ denotes the time constant. 792

An explicit model for the generator/converter dynamics can be in- 793

cluded into the complete wind turbine system description. Note that 794

for mere simulation purposes, this is not necessary, since the genera- 795

tor/converter dynamics are relatively fast. However, when advanced 796

control designs are considered, an explicit generator/converter model 797

might be required in order to take into account the fast generator 798

torque dynamics. In this case, a simple first order dynamic model can 799

be sufficient, as described e.g. in Odgaard et al. (2013): 800

Ṫg = − 1

τg
Tg + 1

τg
Tg,d (12)

where Tg, d represents the demanded generator torque, whilst τ g the 801

delay time constant. 802

The aerodynamic submodel consists of the expressions for the 803

thrust force FT acting on the rotor and the aerodynamic rotor torque 804

Ta. They are determined by the reference force Fst and by the aerody- 805

namic rotor thrust and torque coefficients CT and CQ Gasch and Twele 806

(2012): 807{
FT = Fst CT (λ, β)

Ta = Fst RCQ(λ, β)
(13)

The reference force Fst is defined from the impact pressure 1
2 ρ v2 and 808

the rotor swept area π R2 (with rotor radius R), where ρ denotes the 809

air density: 810

Fst = 1

2
ρ π R2 v2 (14)
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Fig. 11. Wave–energy PTO system components and potential control inputs. In general, only one of these control inputs is used by the energy–maximising control.

It is worth noting that, for simulation purposes, the static wind speed811

v is used. The aerodynamic maps CT and CQ used for the calcula-812

tion of the rotor thrust and torque are usually represented as static813

2–dimensional tables, which already take into account the dynamic814

contributions of both the tower and the blade motions.815

As highlighted in the expressions (13), the rotor thrust and torque816

coefficients (CT, CQ) depend on the tip speed ratio λ = ωr R
v and the817

pitch angle β . Therefore, the rotor thrust FT and torque Ta assume the818

following expressions:819 ⎧⎨
⎩

FT = 1

2
ρ π R2 CT (λ, β) v2

Ta = 1

2
ρ π R3 CQ(λ, β) v2

(15)

Note that the rotor thrust in (13) and (15) is a horizontal force,820

i.e. a structural load, which should be mitigated, as suggested in821

Section 4.2 Bossanyi (2003).822

The expressions (15) highlight that the rotor thrust FT and torque823

Ta are nonlinear functions dependent on the wind speed v, the ro-824

tor speed ωr, and the pitch angle β . These functions are usually ex-825

pressed as two–dimensional maps, which must be known for the826

whole range of variation of both the pitch angles and tip speed ra-827

tios. These maps are usually a static approximation of more detailed828

aerodynamic computations that can be obtained using, for example,829

the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method. In this case, the aero-830

dynamic lift and drag forces at each blade section are calculated and831

integrated in order to obtain the rotor thrust and torque Gasch and832

Twele (2012). More accurate maps can be obtained by exploiting the833

calculations implemented via the AeroDyn module of the FAST code,834

where the maps are extracted from several simulation runs Laino and835

Hansen (2002).836

It is worth noting that for simulation purposes, the tabulated ver-837

sions of the aerodynamic maps CQ and CT are sufficient. On the other838

hand, for control design, the derivatives of the rotor torque (and839

thrust) are needed, thus requiring a description of the aerodynamic840

maps as analytical functions. Therefore, these maps can be approxi-841

mated using combinations of polynomial and exponential functions,842

whose powers and coefficients are estimated via e.g. modelling Heier843

(2014) or identification Simani and Castaldi (2014) approaches.844

Wind turbine high–fidelity simulators, which were described for845

example in Odgaard and Johnson (2013), consider white noise added846

to all measurements. This relies on the assumption that noisy sensor847

signals should represent more realistic scenarios. However, this is not848

the case, as a realistic simulation would require an accurate knowl-849

edge of each sensor and its measurement reliability. To the best of850

the authors’ knowledge, all main measurements acquired from the851

wind turbine process (rotor and generator speed, pitch angle, gener-852

ator torque), are virtually noise–free or affected by very weak noise.853

3.3. Wave energy device models854

Since PTO systems for wave energy converters are quite non-855

standard, the focus here will be on the hydrodynamic part of the WEC856

model, though modelling aspects concerning the generator/converter857

system from Section 3.2 are also relevant.858

Mathematical models of wave-energy devices, as in the wind en- 859

ergy case, are required for a variety of purposes: 860

1. Assessment of power production 861

2. Assessment of loading forces under extreme sea conditions 862

3. Simulation of device motion, including evaluating the effective- 863

ness of control strategies 864

4. For use as a basis for model-based control design. 865

Mathematical models for wave–energy devices should, ideally, 866

encompass the water/device (hydrodynamic) interactions and the 867

PTO system, and may also include a model for connection to an 868

electrical grid, thus presenting a total ‘wave-to-wire’ model Josset, 869

Babarit, and Clement (2007). While the PTO and grid (or possibly 870

other downstream energy consumers, such as reverse osmosis units) 871

may be modelled using more traditional physical lumped-parameter 872

modelling methodologies, the determination of the hydrodynamic 873

model for a WEC, or array of WECs, is nontrivial. A variety of mod- 874

elling methodologies are available, most of which involve the solution 875

to partial differential equations across a numerical mesh. 876

Among the possible hydrodynamic solvers with the highest fi- 877

delity are algorithms based on smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) 878

Cleary, Prakash, Ha, Stokes, and Scott (2007) or computational fluid 879

dynamics (CFD) Agamloh, Wallace, and von Jouanne (2008). Such 880

approaches can articulate the full range of nonlinear hydrodynamic 881

forces in three dimensions. However, given the significant computa- 882

tional overhead of such approaches (typically a second of simulation 883

time takes around an hour of computation time), they are not ideal 884

either as a basis for model-based control design, nor as a simulation 885

tool to evaluate the effectiveness of various control designs. However, 886

CFD models have been used to develop simpler parametric models, 887

which can provide a basis for control design and simulation Davidson, 888

Giorgi, and Ringwood (2013). 889

The remainder of this section is primarily devoted to the develop- 890

ment of hydrodynamic models. An outline of a possible PTO system 891

is shown in Fig. 11, and shows the possible inclusion of mechanical, 892

hydraulic, and electrical components. In many cases, for example for 893

the SeaBased device Trapanese (2008), the WEC is directly coupled to 894

a linear generator, eliminating the hydraulic components. Given the 895

many potential changes of energy form evident from Fig. 11, bond 896

graphs have been shown to be a powerful tool in providing a sys- 897

tematic graphical procedure to determine mathematical models for 898

wave-energy PTO systems Bacelli, Gilloteaux, and Ringwood (2008), 899

or complete wave-energy systems Hals (2010). 900

3.3.1. Linear models and cummins’ equation 901

Consider a single–body floating system oscillating in heave, 902

schematically depicted in Fig. 12. Energy is extracted from the relative 903

motion with the sea bottom, through a generic PTO mechanism. The 904

external forces acting on the WEC are the excitation from the waves 905

and the control force produced by the PTO, namely fex(t) and fu(t). 906

Additional hydrodynamic and hydrostatic forces, which arise due to 907

the motion of the body in the water, are the radiation force fr(t), the 908

diffraction force fd(t), the viscous force fv(t), and the buoyancy force 909

fb(t) Falnes (2002). 910
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Fig. 12. One–degree–of–freedom floating system for wave-energy conversion. The

lower side of the PTO is anchored to the sea bed, which provides an absolute refer-

ence for device motion.

The radiation force fr(t) is a damping/inertial force associated due911

to the fact that device motion, resulting in the production of radi-912

ated waves, is affected by the surrounding fluid. Such radiation forces913

are present even in the absence of incident waves and can be esti-914

mated using free response tests. The diffraction (or scattering) force915

fd(t) describes the force experienced by the device when scattering916

incident waves, and is independent of the device motion. The viscous917

damping force fv(t) is a nonlinear force, and becomes significant with918

increased device velocity. It is particularly relevant where the body919

surface contains discontinuities (such as flanges), which result in the920

creation of vortices. Finally, the buoyancy force is related to the de-921

flection of the device from its equilibrium (still water) position and922

is a balance between the Archimedes buoyancy force and the gravity923

force.924

The equation of motion, following Newton’s second law and925

where a superposition of forces is assumed, in one degree of freedom926

is:927

Mv̇(t) = fm(t) + fr(t) + fd(t) + fv(t) + fb(t) + fex(t) + fu(t) (16)

where v(t) is the heaving velocity and M is the WEC mass.928

With the assumptions associated with linear potential theory929

Falnes (2002), namely that the fluid is irrotational, incompressible,930

and inviscid; the WEC body has a small cross-sectional area (or equiv-931

alently, the wave elevation is constant across the whole body); and932

the body experiences small oscillations (so that the wetted surface933

area is nearly constant); the equation of motion simplifies to934

fex + fd(t) =
∫ +∞

−∞
hex(τ )η(t − τ)dτ (17)

935

fr(t) = −
∫ t

0

hr(τ )v(t − τ)dτ − m∞v̇(t) (18)

936

fb(t) = −ρgSw

∫ t

0

v(τ )dτ = −Kbx(t) (19)

937

fv(t) = 0 (20)

In (17), the excitation (and diffraction) force is related to the in-938

cident wave free surface elevation η(t) through the excitation kernel939

function hex(t). The expression (18) expresses the radiation force as a940

linear convolution of the radiation kernel hr(t) with the device oscil-941

lation velocity v(t). Note that hex(t) and hr(t) effectively describe the942

impulse responses in excitation force and radiation force to impulses943

in free surface elevation and device motion, respectively. Added mass,944

denoted by m∞ in (18), reflects an effective increase in the device in-945

ertia since an accelerating floating body moves some volume of the946

surrounding fluid. In general, added mass is a frequency-dependent947

quantity but is often approximated by its infinite frequency asymp- 948

tote m∞. 949

The buoyancy force fb(t) in (19) models the hydrostatic equilib- 950

rium, related to the heaving position through a linear coefficient that 951

depends on the gravity acceleration g, the water density ρ , and the 952

surface area of the body cut by the mean water level Sw. Note the 953

noncausality of the expression for the excitation force in (17), where 954

hex(t) �= 0 for t ≤ 0 Falnes (2002). The expression in (16), excluding 955

the mooring force fm(t) and the viscous damping force fv(t) results in 956

the widely used Cummins’ equation Cummins (1962): 957

(M + m∞)v̇(t) +
∫ +∞

0

hr(τ )v(t − τ)dτ + Kbx(t)

=
∫ t

−∞
hex(τ )η(t − τ)dτ. (21)

which provides a linear integro-differential model for the motion of a 958

WEC in response to variation in free-surface elevation η(t), excluding 959

the applied resisting PTO force, fu(t). 960

To focus on the control problem, the mooring force fm(t) is omitted 961

from the following analysis, while the viscous damping force fv(t) is 962

discussed in the next subsection. Typically, hex(t) and hr(t) are calcu- 963

lated numerically using boundary-element potential methods such 964

as WAMIT WAMIT (2002), which performs the calculations in the 965

frequency domain, or ACHIL3D Clement (2009), where time-domain 966

calculations are used. The relation (21) can also be used to model 967

multibody systems Bacelli and Ringwood (2013c) or arrays of devices 968

Bacelli and Ringwood (2013b), with the modification that M, m∞, K, 969

and the hydrodynamic parameters represented by hex(t) and hr(t), all 970

increase in dimension accordingly. 971

3.3.2. Radiation damping approximations 972

Typically, for both simulation and control applications, the radia- 973

tion damping convolution term in (18) is replaced by a closed form 974

(finite order) equivalent. This replacement has several advantages. 975

The integro–differential equation in (21) is replaced by a higher or- 976

der differential equation, making analysis more straightforward, the 977

resulting finite-order dynamical system is faster to simulate, and the 978

closed-form dynamical equation can be used as a basis for model- 979

based control design. 980

In general, hr(t) (and its Fourier transform, Hr(ω)) are nonpara- 981

metric in form, being the result of a numerical calculation on a 982

distributed system. Approximations can be determined in either 983

the time or frequency domain, depending on the manner in which 984

hr(t)↔Hr(ω) was determined, and the intended (time/frequency do- 985

main) use of the finite–order approximation. For example, WAMIT 986

(2002) uses a frequency-domain analysis to determine Hr(ω) di- 987

rectly and approximations based on WAMIT data are usually based 988

on frequency-domain error criteria. In such a case, state-space forms 989

Perez and Fossen (2007) or transfer function forms McCabe, Brad- 990

shaw, and Widden (2005) may be determined using frequency– 991

domain identification Levy (1959). 992

Alternatively, if hr(t) is directly produced, for example from a 993

time-domain code such as ACHIL3D Clement (2009), time–domain 994

impulse-response fitting can be employed, typically using the 995

method in Prony (1795). In general, an order 4–10 linear approxima- 996

tion to hr(t) is used, for both time- and frequency-domain approaches. 997

In some cases a second-order approximation is adequate and has the 998

added advantage of giving a pole pair, which has a strong connection 999

with the radiation damping transient response. Taghipour, Perez, and 1000

Moan (2008) provides an overview of, and background to, the calcula- 1001

tions of finite-order approximations to hr(t)↔Hr(ω). Taghipour et al. 1002

(2008) also considers finite-order approximation to the excitation 1003

force kernel hex(t) (with Fourier transform Fex(ω)), as does McCabe 1004

et al. (2005). 1005
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3.4. Comparison of wind and wave device models1006

There is a stark contrast in the modelling focus within the wind1007

and wave communities. For wind turbines, the static relationship1008

between the optimal rotation speed, pitch angle and incident wind1009

speed is well understood and is enumerated for each wind turbine.1010

In the wave energy case, there is a complex dynamic relationship1011

between the free surface elevation and the device motion. As a re-1012

sult, models for wind turbines focus more on the turbine mechanics,1013

rather than the aerodynamics. In the wave energy case, considerable1014

effort is expended on accurately modelling the hydrodynamics of the1015

system and, in contrast, there are a relatively small amount of stud-1016

ies with modelling the PTO section, which forms part of the lower1017

control loop in Fig. 5. No doubt, one of the reasons for such a lack1018

of generic PTO models is the lack of convergence or standardisation1019

of PTO systems for wave energy devices, which may be appreciated1020

from the possibilities articulated in Fig. 11. In addition, few devices1021

have reached the stage of full scale prototype and, in many of those1022

cases, most attention is focussed on the physical (device and PTO)1023

design, with the control aspects receiving secondary attention.1024

On notable comparative feature, but contrasting in specific num-1025

ber, is the overall theoretical maximum percentage of energy which1026

can be usefully converted from wind and wave systems. The well-1027

known Betz limit Betz and Randall (1966) for wind turbines, which1028

limits the converted power to 60%, contrasts with the 50%, ob-1029

tained under optimal control conditions (shown in Section 4.3 Falnes1030

(2002)) for wave energy devices.1031

4. Control strategies1032

While Section 3 focusses mainly on energy conversion system1033

modelling and Section 1 has recalled the classical control problem of1034

regulation of some variable to a desired value, and indeed such prob-1035

lems are encountered in both wind and ocean energy applications,1036

there is a broader set of problems which can also be addressed by1037

control system technology. The purpose of this section is to present1038

this broad problem definition and examine how this problem may1039

be addressed, or broken down into smaller parts which may be more1040

easily solved.1041

4.1. Background to strategy development (objectives and1042

available tools)1043

In the case of both wind and wave energy, the general prob-1044

lem is to maximise energy capture, subject to grid and environmen-1045

tal constraints. However, we might modify the objective of energy1046

capture maximisation to that of maximisation of economic return1047

Costello, Teillant, and Ringwood (2012), which requires a balance1048

to be achieved between maximising energy capture and minimis-1049

ing wear on components. However, the move to an economic perfor-1050

mance function also requires the accurate articulation of capital and1051

operational costs, which is quite onerous for the relatively immature1052

field of ocean energy, and significantly complicates the optimisation1053

problem. Instead, for the current analysis, in order to retain a focus on1054

the fundamental control issues, this section is focussed on the prob-1055

lem of energy capture maximisation.1056

There are two broad approaches, which may be taken to solve the1057

energy maximisation problem:1058

1. Overall extremum seeking control Pao and Johnson (2011), with1059

little use of a detailed model of the system;1060

2. Determination of an optimal setpoint for the system, which gives1061

maximum energy capture, followed by a regulator to make sure1062

this setpoint is achieved Bossanyi and Hassan (2000).1063

Approach 1 is attractive from the point of view of the lack of re-1064

quirement for a detailed model, but may have dynamic performance1065

limitations in convergence rates and may have difficulty finding a 1066

global maximum over a non–convex performance surface. For ex- 1067

ample, in wind turbines, this issue is important when the system is 1068

working below the rated wind speed, as recalled in Section 4.2. On 1069

the other hand, in a wave energy application, the controller may not 1070

converge to the appropriate setting before the instantaneous wave 1071

frequency changes. 1072

Interestingly, a common framework for both wind and wave en- 1073

ergy may be adopted for the item 2, as shown in Fig. 5. The particu- 1074

lars for wind and wave control solutions are detailed in Sections 4.2 1075

and 4.3, respectively. For the standard feedback regulation part of 1076

Fig. 5, any one of the techniques mentioned in Section 1 can be cho- 1077

sen, based on the particular system description, the level of control fi- 1078

delity required and the appetite for computational complexity. Since 1079

both wind turbine and wave energy device dynamics are relatively 1080

slow (with the possible exception of the electronic power converter 1081

section), there is much scope for the implementation of complex con- 1082

trol strategies. 1083

4.2. Control strategies for wind turbines 1084

In the case of a wind turbine, optimal blade pitch, β , and rotor ve- 1085

locity (via the tip/speed ratio, λ) are set based on the incident wind 1086

flow velocity, in order to maximise the power coefficient, CQ. The 1087

manipulated variable for the pitch control is the power to the pitch 1088

actuators (voltage and/or current). For torque control, the generator 1089

excitation is used as a control actuator. It is worth noting that the 1090

relationship between β , λ, and CQ is specific to each wind turbine, 1091

and must be determined for each particular case. However, this rela- 1092

tionship is then fixed, though some slight variation may occur due, 1093

for example, to component wear or installation errors. Note also that 1094

when a wind turbine reaches its rated power (i.e. above the rated 1095

wind speed), the turbine needs to be ‘depowered’ in order to avoid 1096

exceeding any rated specifications. In this situation, it is not required 1097

to maximise power conversion (i.e. the wind power that can be con- 1098

verted into electric energy) and, for variable pitch turbines, blade 1099

pitch can be adjusted in order to limit power converted. 1100

As already remarked in Section 3.2, in the wind area there have 1101

been a number of IFAC and IEEE publications, sessions and special is- 1102

sues starting from 2011, based also on competition studies, address- 1103

ing basic and advanced wind turbine control issues, e.g. Odgaard and 1104

Stoustrup (2011), Diaz-Guerra, Adegas, and Stoustrup (2012), Biegel, 1105

Madjidian, Spudic, Rantzer, and Stoustrup (2013), Pao and Johnson 1106

(2011), Adegas and Stoustrup (2012), Odgaard and Odgaard (2012). 1107

On the other hand, previous investigations e.g. Muljadi and 1108

Butterfield (1999), Leithead and Connor (2000), Bossanyi and Hassan 1109

(2000), Bianchi et al. (2007) have shown that linear, time–invariant 1110

methods provide good closed–loop results when observing local 1111

behaviour. A natural choice for controller design covering the entire 1112

operating envelope is therefore to design linear controllers along 1113

a chosen operating trajectory and then to interconnect them in an 1114

appropriate way in order to get a control formulation for the entire 1115

operating region. This approach is denoted as gain scheduling and 1116

in Cutululis, Ceanga, Hansen, and Sorensen (2006) this is done by 1117

interpolating the outputs of a set of local controllers (either by 1118

linear interpolation or by switching). Alternatively, parameters of 1119

the controller are updated according to a pre–specified function 1120

of a measured/estimated variable Leithead and Connor (2000). 1121

A systematic way of designing such parameter–dependent con- 1122

trollers is within the framework of LPV systems, already recalled in 1123

Section 3.2. In this case, the model is represented by a linear model 1124

at all operating conditions and a controller with similar parameter 1125

dependency is synthesised to guarantee a certain performance 1126

specification for all possible parameter values within a specified set. 1127

A major difference to classical gain scheduling is that it is possible 1128

to take into account that the scheduling parameters can vary in time 1129
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Fig. 13. Example of power coefficient curve.

Ostergaard et al. (2009). Other controllers with different structures,1130

e.g. linear quadratic, and repetitive model predictive, to mention a1131

few more Adegas and Stoustrup (2012), Diaz-Guerra et al. (2012),1132

Adegas and Stoustrup (2011), were also designed and applied to wind1133

turbine systems.1134

After these considerations, control systems for wind turbines1135

seem now well developed Bianchi et al. (2007) and the fundamental1136

control strategies are sketched below, in order to provide the readers1137

a basic research review.1138

The primary Region 2 control objective for a variable–speed wind1139

turbine is to maximise the power coefficient, and in particular the CQ1140

map in (13). The relationship between CQ and the tip–speed ratio λ is1141

a turbine–specific nonlinear function. CQ also depends on the blade1142

pitch angle in a nonlinear way, and these relationships have the same1143

basic shape for most modern wind turbines. An example of CQ surface1144

is shown in Fig. 13 for a generic wind turbine.1145

As shown in Fig. 13, the turbine will operate at its highest aerody-1146

namic efficiency point, Cmax, at a certain pitch angle and tip–speed ra-1147

tio. The pitch angle is easy to control, and can be reliably maintained1148

at the optimal efficiency point. However, the tip–speed ratio depends1149

on the incoming wind speed v and therefore is constantly changing.1150

Thus, the Region 2 control is primarily concerned with varying the1151

turbine speed to track the wind speed. When this approach is used,1152

the controller structure for partial load operation follows the sequen-1153

tial optimal calculation and regulation shown in Fig. 5.1154

On utility–scale wind turbines, Region 3 control is typically per-1155

formed via a separate pitch control loop. In the Region 3, the pri-1156

mary objective is to limit the turbine power so that safe electrical1157

and mechanical loads are not exceeded. Power limitation is achieved1158

by pitching the blades or by yawing the turbine out of the wind, both1159

of which can reduce the aerodynamic torque below what is theoret-1160

ically available from an increase in wind speed. In the Region 3, the1161

pitch control loop regulates the rotor speed ωr (at the turbine ‘rated1162

speed’) so that the turbine operates at its rated power.1163

In this way, the overall strategy of the wind turbine controller is1164

to use two different controllers for the partial load region and the1165

full load region. When the wind speed is below the rated value, the1166

control system should maintain the pitch angle at its optimal value1167

and control the generator torque in order to achieve the optimal tip–1168

speed ratio (switch to Region 2).1169

At low wind speeds, i.e. in partial load operation, variable–speed1170

control is implemented to track the optimum point on the CQ–surface1171

for maximising the power output, which corresponds to the λopt1172

value. The speed of the generator is controlled by regulating the de-1173

manded torque Tg, d on the generator through the generator torque1174

controller. In partial load operation it is chosen to operate the wind1175

turbine at β = 0o, since the maximum power coefficient is obtained1176

at this pitch angle: 1177

Tg, d = 1

2
ρ π R2 R3

n3
g λ3

opt

Cmax ω2
g(t) − dS

(
1

n2
g

+ 1

)
ωg(t) (22)

with ng is the gear–ratio of the gearbox connecting the rotor shaft 1178

with the electric generator/converter, R is the rotor radius, and ωg(t) 1179

the electric generator/converter speed Johnson, Pao, Balas, and Fin- 1180

gersh (2006). The advantage of this approach is that only the mea- 1181

surement of the rotor or generator speed is required. 1182

On the other hand, for high wind speeds, i.e. in full load operation, 1183

the desired operation of the wind turbine is to keep the rotor speed 1184

and the generated power at constant values. The main idea is to use 1185

the pitch system to control the efficiency of the aerodynamics, while 1186

applying the rated generator torque. However, in order to improve 1187

tracking of the power reference and cancel steady–state errors on the 1188

output power, a power controller is also introduced. 1189

With reference to the speed controller, it is implemented as a PI 1190

controller that is able to track the speed reference and cancel possi- 1191

ble steady–state errors on the generator speed. The speed controller 1192

transfer function Ds(s) has the form: 1193

Ds(s) = Kps

(
1 + 1

Tis

1

s

)
(23)

where Kps is the PI proportional gain and Tis is the reset rate of the 1194

integrator. 1195

The power controller is implemented in order to cancel possible 1196

steady–state errors in the output power. This suggests using slow in- 1197

tegral control for the power controller, as this will eventually cancel 1198

steady–state errors on the output power without interfering with the 1199

speed controller. However, it may be beneficial to make the power 1200

controller faster to improve accuracy in the tracking of the rated 1201

power. The power controller is realized as a PI controller, whose 1202

transfer function Dp(s) has the standard form: 1203

Dp(s) = Kpp

(
1 + 1

Tip

1

s

)
(24)

where Kpp is the proportional gain of the PI regulator, whilst Tip is the 1204

reset rate of the integrator. 1205

Note finally that speed and power control can be coupled. How- 1206

ever, as shown in Odgaard et al. (2013), they can be considered as 1207

decoupled, as their dynamics are different. However, more advanced 1208

control techniques can exploit multivariable (or decoupling) control, 1209

as addressed in Bianchi et al. (2007), Pao and Johnson (2011). It is 1210

worth noting that, from the previous considerations, the research is- 1211

sues of wind turbine control may seem very mature. However, the 1212

latest generation of giant offshore wind turbines present new dynam- 1213

ics and control issues.. Moreover, new wind turbine solutions, which 1214
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use further wind turbine state information from the sensing sys-1215

tem, have been suggested, also within EU projects, see e.g. Plumley,1216

Leithead, Jamieson, Bossanyi, and Graham (2014), Chatzopoulos and1217

Leithead (2010). This improved state information is used to control1218

the wind turbine blades and at the same time reducing the design1219

bearing fatigue and extreme structural loads that are affecting the1220

structure of the wind turbine Valencia-Palomo, Rossiter, and Lopez-1221

Estrada (2014), Khan, Valencia-Palomo, Rossiter, Jones, and Gond-1222

halekar (0000). This control problem will be solved in a multivariable1223

way, by optimising the conflicting control objectives of power opti-1224

misation while keeping the different loads below the design require-1225

ments. The control goal is to ensure that the controller will guarantee1226

that extreme load requirements are not violated during eventually1227

emergency stops of the wind turbine, as well as during severe wind1228

gusts. The interesting challenge is to be able to use the rotor system1229

to control the turbine, so that in effect the rotor performs like a ‘high1230

level’ sensor. In other words the goal is to be able to use the rotor1231

itself (along with the enhanced sensor set) to make the control sys-1232

tem perform well. A part of this challenge is to ensure that real–time1233

compensation of loading and gust disturbances is put into effect in1234

a suitable time window, taking account of the close spectral content1235

of the disturbance and control. This becomes a very significant chal-1236

lenge for very large rotor wind turbines (>10 MW) as the required1237

control and disturbance bandwidths become close, a problem simi-1238

lar to the structural filtering and control used in high performance1239

combat aircraft Shi and Patton (2015).1240

4.3. Control strategies for wave energy devices1241

As demonstrated in Fig. 5 the control problem first requires an1242

optimum velocity profile to be calculated and this is then followed1243

by controlling the PTO force. As documented in Section 3.4, there is1244

significant focus on the hydrodynamic modelling aspects and this is1245

also reflected in the balance of control studies devoted to the higher-1246

level and lower-level depicted in Fig. 5. As a result, the focus here1247

is mainly on hydrodynamic control (in Section 4.3.1), though some1248

comments about lower level PTO control are given in Section 4.3.2.1249

4.3.1. Velocity profile calculation1250

Ignoring system constraints for the moment, a start can be made1251

on the energy maximisation problem by considering the force-to-1252

velocity model of a WEC, which is obtained from (21) in the frequency1253

domain Falnes (2002) as:1254

V(ω)

Fex(ω) + Fu(ω)
= 1

Zi(ω)
(25)

where Zi(ω) is termed the intrinsic impedance of the system. In (25),1255

V(ω), Fex(ω), and Fu(ω) represent the Fourier transform of the veloc-1256

ity v(t), excitation force fex(t), and control force fPTO(t), respectively.1257

Unless stated otherwise, the Fourier transform of time-domain sig-1258

nals or functions will be denoted by the corresponding capital letter,1259

namely X(ω) � F
{

x(t)
}

.1260

The intrinsic impedance Zi(ω) of the model in (25) is specified as1261

(see Falnes (2002) for the full derivation):1262

Zi(ω) = Br(ω) + jω
[

M + Ma(ω) − Kb

ω2

]
(26)

where Br(ω) is the radiation resistance (real and even) and Ma(ω)1263

is the frequency–dependent added mass, often replaced by its high-1264

frequency asymptote m∞.1265

The model in (25) allows the derivation of conditions for optimal1266

energy absorption and the intuitive design of the energy–maximising1267

controller in the frequency–domain: Falnes (2002) as:1268

ZPTO(ω) = Z∗
i (ω), (27)

Fig. 14. Impedance matching problem for wave energy device.

where ( )∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The choice of ZPTO as in (27) 1269

is referred to as complex conjugate control, but many (especially elec- 1270

trical) engineers will recognise this choice of ZPTO as the solution to 1271

the impedance–matching problem represented by Fig. 14. In Fig. 14, 1272

Fe represents the wave excitation force, while Zi defines the relation- 1273

ship between this force and the device velocity, as determined by the 1274

WEC dynamics (see (26)). Under condition (27), maximum power is 1275

transferred from the device to the load, defined by ZPTO, which is a 1276

well-known result for AC circuits. 1277

The result in (27) has a number of important implications: 1278

• The result is frequency dependent, implying that there is a differ- 1279

ent optimal impedance for each frequency, which raises the ques- 1280

tion of how to specify for irregular seas containing a mixture of 1281

frequencies; 1282

• Since hr(t) is causal, hc(t) = F−1(ZPTO(ω)) is anticausal, requiring 1283

future knowledge of the excitation force. While this knowledge 1284

is straightforward for the monochromatic case (single sinusoid), 1285

it is more problematic for irregular seas. However, some solutions 1286

are available, including those documented in Fusco and Ringwood 1287

(2010); 1288

• Since force and velocity can have opposite signs in Fig. 14, the PTO 1289

may need to supply power for some parts of the sinusoidal cycle, 1290

which is akin to reactive power in electrical power systems. Such 1291

a phenomenon places particular demands on PTO systems, not 1292

only in terms of the need to facilitate bidirectional power flow, but 1293

also that the peak reactive power can be significantly greater than 1294

active power Shek, Macpherson, and Mueller (2008), Zurkinden, 1295

Guerinel, Alves, and Damkilde (2013). The optimal passive PTO is 1296

provided by RPTO = |Zi(ω)|, which avoids the need for the PTO to 1297

supply power, but results in a suboptimal control; 1298

• The optimal control in (27) takes no account of physical con- 1299

straints in the WEC/PTO, where there are likely to be limitations 1300

on displacement or relative displacement, and the PTO force, and 1301

there may be external constraints imposed by electrical grid reg- 1302

ulations; 1303

• The maximum theoretical power recovered in an oscillating wave 1304

energy device is 50%, which represents the optimal matched con- 1305

dition in Fig. 14. Under such a condition, equal power is dissipated 1306

in the PTO and wave radiation, noting that a good wave energy 1307

absorber is also a good radiator Falnes (2002). 1308

The condition in (27) can alternatively be expressed in terms of an 1309

optimal velocity profile as: 1310

V opt(ω) = Fex(ω)/(2 Ri(ω)), (28)

where Ri = 1/2 (Zi + Z∗
i
) is the real part of Zi. The condition in (28) 1311

is a condition on the amplitude of Vopt(ω), with the restriction that 1312

vopt(t) be in phase with fex(t), since Ri is a real (and even) function. 1313

This phase condition, considered separately, forms the basis for some 1314
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Fig. 15. Proposed control architecture for the simple controller. The EKF effectively tracks the wave frequency and amplitude as in (29), while the 1/H(t) block provides an adaptive

feedforward gain to determine the optimal velocity profile.

simple WEC phase control strategies, such as latching Budal and Falnes1315

(1975), Babarit, Duclos, and Clement (2004).1316

While the complex conjugate control resulting from the impedance1317

matching problem provides the conceptual framework for optimal1318

WEC control calculations, its implementation is not straightforward,1319

for the reasons mentioned above. As a result, many alternatives1320

have been proposed, many based on complex conjugate control,1321

with the aim of being more suitable for implementation or real-time1322

calculation.1323

A simple development of the basic condition in (27) is suggested1324

in Fusco and Ringwood (2013), which carries the assumption that1325

fex(t) is a narrow-banded harmonic process, defined by time-varying1326

amplitude A(t), frequency ω(t), and phase ϕ(t) as:1327

fex(t) = A(t) cos (ω(t)t + ϕ(t)) (29)

The optimal reference velocity can then be generated from the adap-1328

tive law1329

vre f (t) = 1

H(t)
fex(t),

1

H(t)
= 1

2Ri(ω̂)
(30)

where the value of the constant H(t) is calculated from the curve1330

1/2B(ω), based on a real–time instantaneous estimate of the peak1331

frequency of the wave excitation force. An on-line estimate of the1332

frequency ω̂ and amplitude Â is obtained with the extended Kalman1333

filter (EKF) Quine, Uhlmann, and Durrant-Whyte (1995). Based on the1334

narrow-banded assumption of (29), the excitation force can be ex-1335

pressed in complex notation as:1336

fex(t) = �
{

Aejϕejωt
}
, F̂ex � Aejϕ (31)

where F̂ex is the complex amplitude of fex(t), denoting fex(t) as a single1337

sinusoid with amplitude A and phase ϕ.1338

As a consequence of the proportional reference–generation law in1339

(30), the complex amplitude of the velocity V̂ and position Û can be1340

expressed as:1341

V̂ = A

H
ejϕ (32)

1342

Û = V̂

jω
= A

jωH
ejϕ (33)

Suppose that the vertical excursion of the WEC is limited to ± Ulim1343

from equilibrium. From (33), the position constraint can be written1344

as an equivalent velocity constraint:1345

Û = V̂

jω
≤ Ulim ⇔ |V̂ | ≤ ωUlim (34)

and an upper bound for the variable gain, 1/H, involving the ampli- 1346

tude and frequency of the excitation, can be derived from (32) as: 1347

1

H
≤ ωUlim

A
(35)

The reference generation strategy, based on (28), (30), and (35) can 1348

therefore be modulated to keep the amplitude of the velocity within 1349

the bound specified in (34). A real–time estimate of the frequency ω̂ 1350

and amplitude Â of the excitation, can be obtained through the EKF 1351

Budal and Falnes (1982), Fusco and Ringwood (2010) and the feedfor- 1352

ward gain 1
H(t)

adjusted according to: 1353

1

H(t)
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1

2Ri(ω̂)
, if

ω̂Ulim

Â
>

1

2Ri(ω̂)

ωUlim

Â
, otherwise

(36)

According to (36), when in the unconstrained region, the velocity is 1354

tuned to the optimal amplitude given by complex–conjugate control, 1355

as in (28). Otherwise, the maximum allowed velocity (lower than the 1356

optimal) is imposed, while keeping the velocity in phase with the ex- 1357

citation force. The control structure is illustrated in Fig. 15. 1358

Other control architectures have also been proposed, including, 1359

for example, those based on numerical optimisation. Though the per- 1360

formance function to be maximised is somewhat non-traditional, 1361

namely: 1362

J(T, fpto) =
∫ T

0

fpto(t) v(t) dt (37)

where fPTO is the PTO force and v(t) the velocity profile of the device, 1363

a number of control methods having their origins in mainstream con- 1364

trol have been customised for use in a wave energy context. These in- 1365

clude model predictive control Hals, Falnes, and Moan (2011), Cretel, 1366

Lightbody, Thomas, and Lewis (2011), Brekken (2011), Richter, Ma- 1367

gaña, Sawodny, and Brekken (2013a), Li and Belmont (2014) and a 1368

numerical optimisation method using a pseudo-spectral parameteri- 1369

sation Garcia-Rosa et al. (2015a). A reasonably comprehensive review 1370

of control strategies for WECs is given in Ringwood et al. (2014). 1371

One of the significant challenges in wave energy control is that of 1372

the assumption of model linearity. Many hydrodynamic models are 1373

linearised around the SWL. This follows a relative normal practice in 1374

traditional control, but is somewhat less valid in the case of wave en- 1375

ergy, where the general objective is to exaggerate the device motion, 1376

rather than drive the system to an equilibrium point. More recently, 1377

control algorithms for WECs have begun to emerge which deal with 1378

various nonlinear aspects, including: 1379
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• Nonlinear hydrodynamic restoring force Richter, na, Sawodny, and1380

Brekken (2013b);1381

• Viscous drag resulting from relatively high body/fluid motions1382

Bacelli and Ringwood (2014);1383

• Non-ideal PTO effects ao and Henriques (2015), Genest, Bonnefoy,1384

Clément, and Babarit (2014), Becelli, Genest, and Ringwood (in1385

press).1386

However, controllers dealing with fully nonlinear hydrodynamics1387

(for example, incorporating nonlinear dynamic Froude–Krylov forces)1388

have yet to be developed.1389

4.3.2. PTO force control1390

Given the range of PTO control inputs as shown in Fig. 11 and the1391

wide variety of PTO systems employed on prototype WECs, there is1392

little convergence on PTO control system design. However, PTO con-1393

trol represents a traditional tracking control problem, to which a wide1394

variety of conventional control strategies can be employed.1395

A number of studies have documented lower-loop control strate-1396

gies for WEC PTO systems, including solutions based on Internal1397

Model Control (IMC) Fusco and Ringwood (2013), ao, Mendes, Valério,1398

and Costa (2007) and Proportional–Integral–Plus (PIP) control Taylor,1399

Stables, Cross, Gunn, and Aggidis (2009). A robust control strategy, us-1400

ing a passivity–based controller, is presented in Fusco and Ringwood.1401

In some cases an integrated high/low-level controller is employed as,1402

for example in Falcão (2007), for a two-body WEC with a hydraulic1403

PTO system.1404

4.4. Comparisons and contrasts of wind and wave control systems1405

Given the more mature development of wind turbines, consider-1406

ably more attention has been focussed on the wind turbine control1407

problem, resulting in refined control systems which can undertake a1408

variety of functions, including:1409

• Optimal set–point generation;1410

• Turbine speed and torque control (setpoint following);1411

• Supervisory control of the turbine, considering the different oper-1412

ation requirements under the various scenarios in Fig. 2.1413

In addition, various advanced strategies, such as fault tolerant con-1414

trol, have also been developed for wind turbines, as articulated in1415

Section 5.1.1416

It is clear that various ‘levels’ of control are required in both ocean1417

energy and wind turbine applications. There is a top level of super-1418

visory control which assesses the incident energy resource and may1419

curtail the operation of the device in the face of extreme conditions.1420

Such curtailment may be requirement in order to preserve the device1421

integrity, ensure safe operation, or be required by legislation, as in1422

the case of wind turbines. This is the case when wind turbines work1423

in full load conditions, i.e. above the rated wind speed. On the other1424

hand, they are designed to operate in the energy capture mode, i.e.1425

below the rated wind speed. This working condition is similar to the1426

WECs, where maximum–energy transfer is required. However, wave1427

energy devices will frequently encounter sea states which are out-1428

side their normal operational envelope and some supervisory strat-1429

egy may be necessary to ensure that device integrity is retained.1430

Such supervisory control is important, and it can represent an im-1431

portant issue also for the safety of wind turbines, as briefly outlined1432

in Section 5.1.1433

Finally, one control aspect which is contrasting between wind and1434

wave applications is the relative benefit of controlling an array of de-1435

vices in a co-ordinated way. For wind farms, only destructive inter-1436

ference occurs between neighbouring turbines due to wind shadow1437

effects. For wave energy device farms, however, both constructive and1438

destructive interference may occur. The optimal operation of both1439

wind and wave farms is a significant function of the farm layout,1440

which depends on the land topography and the wind direction prob- 1441

ability distribution. However, in the wave energy case, for a given 1442

device layout, co-ordinated control of device motions may optimise Q3
1443

constructive device interference (since each moving device radiates 1444

waves), resulting in potential gains of up to 20% in captured energy 1445

Bacelli et al. (2013a), Bacelli and Ringwood (2013a). It has also been 1446

shown that, for the wave energy case, that there is significant inter- 1447

action between the control system employed and the optimal WEC 1448

array layout, from and energy capture perspective Garcia-Rosa et al. 1449

(2015a). 1450

It is worth noting that, with reference to wind farms, the turbines 1451

are usually positioned to minimise down–wind interaction, so the 1452

interaction effects are minimal. This means that the distributed and 1453

de–centralised control of farms is mainly a subject of electrical load 1454

balancing rather than distributed aspects of aero–mechanical rotor 1455

control. However, some recent studies have been performed in or- 1456

der to decouple the interaction effects among the wind turbines of 1457

a wind farm Simani, Farsoni, Castaldi, and Mimmo (2015b), Simani, 1458

Farsoni, and Castaldi (2015a). The situation with arrays of wave en- 1459

ergy converters is different, where the interaction between relatively 1460

close WECs (point absorbers, etc)in an array can be considered to be 1461

significant. Oscillating WECs generate radiation waves covering a sig- 1462

nificant area, with resulting possibilities for both positive and nega- 1463

tive reinforcement of the incident wave excitation, for any particular 1464

device. 1465

To this end, wave energy arrays need to be carefully laid out, but 1466

centralised (global) array control algorithms can play a significant 1467

part in maximising the benefit of mutual radiation effects Bacelli, 1468

P. Balitsky, and Ringwood (2013b), Bacelli and Ringwood (2013d), 1469

where a complete model of the hydrodynamic interactions is avail- 1470

able. It has also been shown that there is significant interaction be- 1471

tween the optimal WEC array layout problem and the global WEC 1472

array control problem i.e. the optimal WEC array layout depends on 1473

the WEC array control strategy employed Garcia-Rosa, Costello, Dias, 1474

and Ringwood (2015b). 1475

5. Towards the future 1476

The variability of the power produced from renewable sources and 1477

its uncontrollable nature negatively affects their effectiveness in re- 1478

ducing the requirement for thermal plants (it reduces their capacity 1479

credit) and makes them a less attractive and a potentially more ex- 1480

pensive alternative. Wind and wave energy, however, offer important 1481

and significant energy resources and can be of major assistance in 1482

mitigating climate change, so it is imperative that maximum effort 1483

be devoted to refining the technology (including control technology) 1484

used to convert these resources to a useful and economic form. 1485

This paper focusses on the analysis and the comparison between 1486

the two resources, considering also the variability of the power ex- 1487

traction when wind or wave offshore farms are adopted, with respect 1488

to the exploitation of the renewable resources. It can be noted that, in 1489

some cases, wave systems where the predominant (from an energy 1490

point of view) part is composed of large swell systems, generated 1491

by remote wind systems, have little correlation with the local wind 1492

conditions. This means that the two resources can appear at different 1493

times and, if considered together, their integration in combined 1494

farms allows a more reliable, less variable and more predictable 1495

electrical power production Babarit et al. (2006), Fusco et al. (2010). 1496

The reliability is improved thanks to a significant reduction of the pe- 1497

riods of null or very low power production (which is a problem with 1498

wind farms). The variability and predictability improvements derive 1499

from the smoothing effect due to the integration of poorly correlated 1500

diversified sources. To this end, a number of combined offshore 1501

wind/wave platforms have also been proposed Soulard, Babarit, 1502

Borgarino, Wyns, and Harismendy (2013). Combined wind/wave 1503

installations also have the significant benefit of sharing electrical and 1504
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Fig. 16. Structure of the active and passive fault–tolerant control systems.

civil engineering infrastructure. This may help to reduce overall costs,1505

though it is also likely that there is some compromise in the level of1506

optimality of the individual wind or wave resources, in such cases.1507

On the other hand, in some other cases, the combination of wind1508

and waves does not appear to be an attractive solution, due to a lim-1509

ited wave energy resource, which is strongly correlated to the lo-1510

cal wind conditions Fusco et al. (2010). The conclusion is, then, that1511

the potential benefits of the integration of wind and wave resources,1512

where the climate of the location is appropriate, are too important to1513

be neglected. This paper attempts to highlight the quantification of1514

these benefits, particularly from a raw resource assessment point of1515

view. With wave energy technology becoming more mature, it should1516

be possible to develop a more complete analysis where these ben-1517

efits are integrated, together with the actual costs of the different1518

wave and wind technologies, in a global functional, whose optimi-1519

sation should lead to a proper dimensioning and design of offshore1520

combined farms, given the energy climate of a particular location.1521

Note finally that, as the world’s power supply depends to an every1522

greater extent on renewable resources, it is consequently and increas-1523

ingly important that these are as reliable and predictable as possible,1524

so that effective economic dispatch can be performed. So-called Fault1525

Tolerant Control (FTC) Blanke et al. (2006) can play a substantial part1526

in increasing reliability of modern wind turbines and wave energy1527

devices. This is especially true for remote marine locations, where1528

access and weather windows make regular and immediate mainte-1529

nance problematic, and FTC can significantly increase energy conver-1530

sion productivity by providing some level of energy supply during1531

certain fault conditions.1532

Benchmark models for wind turbine and wind farm fault detec-1533

tion and isolation, and FTC have previously been proposed Odgaard1534

and Stoustrup (2013), Odgaard and Stoustrup (0000). Based on this1535

benchmarks, an international competitions on wind turbine fault1536

diagnosis and FTC were announced Odgaard and Odgaard (2012),1537

Odgaard and Shafiei (0000). Under these considerations, Section 5.11538

summarises advanced methods that show potential for wind turbine1539

fault diagnosis and FTC. In addition, as they highlighted good perfor-1540

mance, these approaches are also relevant for industrial usage. This1541

means that the wind turbine controller can continue operation as in1542

the fault–free case.1543

In contrast, however, there have been few studies which com-1544

pare either different modelling or different control strategies for1545

WECs. This is a significant limitation in making an assessment of true1546

progress in the state-of-the-art. While there are a wide variety of1547

WEC concepts, and different WECs may benefit from different cus-1548

tomised modelling and control solutions, some benchmark compar-1549

isons are necessary. Some progress, in this regard, is being made with1550

the recent COER hydrodynamic modelling competition Garcia-Rosa1551

et al. (2015b), which provided a benchmark data set from tank testing1552

of a WEC-like device, while a WEC control benchmark competition is 1553

currently in the early stages of organisation. 1554

However, while FTC (and associated benchmark problems) are be- 1555

coming popular in wind turbine control research, wave energy sys- 1556

tems lag far behind, in spite of perhaps a greater imperative for fault- 1557

tolerant systems, due to more severe access limitations. However, the 1558

benchmark problems and FTC solutions developed in the wind en- 1559

ergy research community can provide a useful model that the wave 1560

community can learn from. 1561

5.1. Advanced methods in wind turbine control 1562

Over the last decade, many studies have been carried out on wind 1563

turbine fault diagnosis, with the most relevant including Gong and 1564

Qiao (2013), , Estima, and Cardoso (2013). In addition, the FTC prob- 1565

lem for wind turbines was recently analysed with reference to an off- 1566

shore wind turbine benchmark e.g. in Odgaard et al. (2013). In gen- 1567

eral, FTC methods are classified into two types, i.e. Passive Fault Tol- 1568

erant Control (PFTC) scheme and Active Fault Tolerant Control (AFTC) 1569

scheme Mahmoud et al. (2003). In PFTC, controllers are fixed and are 1570

designed to be robust against a class of presumed faults. In contrast 1571

to PFTC, AFTC reacts to the system component failures actively by re- 1572

configuring control actions so that the stability and acceptable per- 1573

formance of the entire system can be maintained. Therefore, the term 1574

‘sustainable’ is used to characterise wind turbine control, and it rep- 1575

resents a challenging task. 1576

In order to outline and compare the controllers developed using 1577

active and passive fault–tolerant design approaches, they should be 1578

derived using the same procedures in the fault–free case. In this way, 1579

any differences in their performance or design complexity would be 1580

caused only by the fault tolerance approach, rather than the under- 1581

lying control solutions Bianchi et al. (2007), Galdi, Piccolo, and Siano 1582

(0000). 1583

The two FTC solutions have different structures as shown in 1584

Fig. 16. Note that only AFTC relies on a fault diagnosis algorithm 1585

(FDD). This represents the main difference between the two control 1586

schemes. 1587

The main connection between AFTC and PFTC schemes is that an 1588

AFTC relies on a fault diagnosis system, which provides information 1589

about the faults f to the controller. In the considered case, the Fault 1590

Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) system contains the estimation of 1591

the unknown input (fault) affecting the system under control. The 1592

knowledge of the fault f allows the AFTC to reconfigure the current 1593

state of the system. On the other hand, the FDD is able to improve 1594

the controller performance in fault–free conditions, since it can 1595

compensate modelling errors, uncertainty and disturbances. On 1596

the other hand, the PFTC scheme does not rely on a fault diagnosis 1597

algorithm, but is designed to be robust towards any possible faults. 1598
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This is accomplished by designing a controller that is optimised for1599

the fault–free situation, while satisfying some graceful degradation1600

requirements in the faulty cases. However, with respect to the robust1601

control design, the PFTC strategy provides reliable controllers that1602

guarantee the same performance with no risk of false fault detection1603

or reconfigurations.1604

Clearly, the issues addressed by such FTC schemes for wind tur-1605

bines are no less relevant for wave energy applications. In fact, the is-1606

sue is likely to be even more manifest where wave energy devices are1607

located far offshore (the location of the greatest wave energy) and ac-1608

cess for maintenance and repair may be difficult Odgaard (2012). Such1609

an issue is, of course, also relevant for those wind turbines located1610

offshore though, in such cases, preference is usually given to sites1611

which present relatively shallow water depth. However, recent de-1612

velopments in floating wind and wave platforms Soulard et al. (2013)1613

may present composite challenges, but they are not considered in this1614

paper.1615

5.2. Overall economic considerations1616

While control systems are ostensibly added in order to maximise1617

power capture, care must be taken that such control systems have no1618

adverse effect on the system. Though raw wind and wave energy are1619

essentially free, the systems to convert this raw energy are not and,1620

ultimately, the receipts from energy sales are balanced to some extent1621

by significant capital and operational costs. In the offshore environ-1622

ment, it is estimated that capital and operational costs are in roughly1623

equal proportion.1624

One important aspect in this economic perspective is to consider1625

if the addition of a control system may drive the system more ag-1626

gressively in an attempt to increase energy capture, perhaps lead-1627

ing to shortened device lifetimes. While the addition of control to1628

a wind turbine is likely to be relatively benign, the use of motion–1629

exaggerating control for a reciprocating wave energy device can have1630

a dramatic effect on device motion. Consequently, the balance be-1631

tween increased energy capture (income) and increased device wear1632

(cost) needs to be carefully considered. Is also known, for example,1633

that the use of reactive control, where some energy from the grid1634

side is used to exaggerate device motion (capturing more net energy1635

overall) in WEC control brings significantly increased requirements in1636

system power capacity Shek, Macpherson, Mueller, and Xiang (2007).1637

While potentially effecting more aggressive device motion, there1638

are some redeeming features of control which may help the designer1639

in practical applications. For example, physical constraints can be ex-1640

plicitly included in many control formulations, resulting in a control1641

action that respects (and is optimal within) the physical system con-1642

straints. In addition, for both wind turbines and WECs, most optimal1643

control formulations allow some explicit trade-off between control1644

action and the main objective (e.g. setpoint tracking, energy maximi-1645

sation, etc), which provides a design handle on the level of aggressive-1646

ness of the control. Control science also provides a body of knowledge1647

relating to the design of control systems which are tolerant (in some1648

respect, but usually with reduced performance) to system, actuator1649

or sensor faults or malfunctions, as described in Section 5.1.1650

It has also been shown that there is often significant interac-1651

tion between the optimal (uncontrolled) device design and the con-1652

trol system used to optimise its behaviour. For example in the1653

wave energy context, where controllers are effectively used to ex-1654

tend the bandwidth of WECs so they can operate effectively across1655

a wide variety of sea conditions, the uncontrolled (open loop) de-1656

vice resonant frequency should be carefully placed, so that the con-1657

troller can take maximum advantage Garcia-Rosa and Ringwood. For1658

example, latching control Babarit and Clement (2006) can extend1659

the WEC frequency response in the direction of lower frequencies,1660

suggesting that the (uncontrolled) resonant frequency of the WEC1661

should be small. This has a double benefit in ensuring an optimal1662

WEC/controller combination, while also requiring a smaller device, 1663

with potentially lower capital costs. 1664

In the wind turbine case, significant advances in turbine control 1665

have led to a situation where turbine developers are providing pro- 1666

gressively less control power, so that control energy consumption 1667

is minimised. However, this reaction, in turn, leads to highly non- 1668

linear control action, since the control signals are regularly saturat- 1669

ing, increasing the control challenge still further Leithead and Connor 1670

(2000). 1671

6. Conclusion 1672

The motivation for this paper came from the need to have an 1673

overview about the main challenges of modelling and control for 1674

wind turbines and wave energy devices. In order to present com- 1675

mon and different requirements over power conversion efficiency (i.e. 1676

the renewable source power that can be converted into electric en- 1677

ergy, the work focussed on commonalities and contrasts for these two 1678

fields. 1679

Therefore, the analysis of the commonalities and the contrasts be- 1680

tween these two fields was mainly performed according the items 1681

below: 1682

• System model purpose; 1683

• Renewable resource descriptions; 1684

• Control strategy development. 1685

On the basis of these items, the following considerations have 1686

been finally outlined. On one hand, wind turbine systems seem rel- 1687

atively mature from the modelling point of view, whilst wave en- 1688

ergy devices still present challenging modelling issues. This remark 1689

is valid for medium size wind turbines: large rotor installations can 1690

drive challenging and complex modelling and control issues. 1691

Both wind turbine and wave energy control systems can share a 1692

common structure. In addition to these components, a further level 1693

of supervisory control is required to correctly select the control strat- 1694

egy appropriate to the model of operation, usually dictated by the 1695

prevalent wind or wave resource measure. For the wind turbine case, 1696

such operational modes are well defined, as articulated in terms of 1697

the various sections of the power curve. However, though the over- 1698

all number of operational modes may be lower, wave devices also 1699

have a cut–in power level below which energy conversion is not 1700

economic/possible, a main power production region where energy 1701

conversion should be maximised, a region where energy conversion 1702

must be curtailed due to the capacity of (for example) electrical com- 1703

ponents and, finally, a survival mode where energy production is 1704

abandoned and system motion configured to avoid potential struc- 1705

tural damage. The means by which survivability is managed in the 1706

wave case is not as straightforward as in wind, due to the wide variety 1707

of wave devices and the difficulty of finding an orientation or config- 1708

uration which avoids the destructive influence of high wave energy 1709

fluxes. 1710

Despite the differences in relative maturity of wind and wave en- 1711

ergy, both share many fundamental principles, including the fact that 1712

only a fraction of the raw wind (60%) and wave (50%) resources can 1713

be usefully converted, at best. These limitations relate to basic aero- 1714

dynamic (wind) and hydrodynamic (wave) considerations. 1715

In general, both wave and wind energy conversion systems require 1716

a high degree of availability, as it significantly affects the final en- 1717

ergy cost. Moreover, these systems have highly nonlinear dynamics, 1718

with stochastic inputs, in the form of wind and wave driving forces. 1719

Suitable control methods should provide the optimisation of the en- 1720

ergy conversion efficiency over wider than normally expected work- 1721

ing conditions. Moreover, it was shown that proper mathematical de- 1722

scriptions were necessary to capture the complete behaviour of the 1723

systems under consideration, thus providing an important impact on 1724

the control design itself. 1725
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On the basis of these considerations, it seems that the considered1726

two domains can be only partially compared. The modelling of these1727

systems is quite different, but the control principle (if limited to the1728

wind turbine partial load condition) is similar. Also the intermittent1729

resources that drive them are, in many cases, uncorrelated, leading1730

to the advantageous combination of both technologies. However, the1731

technological challenge, from a modelling and control perspective,1732

coupled with the high cost of offshore deployment and maintenance,1733

helps to explain why wind turbines are now commonplace, whilst1734

wave energy devices are not.1735
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